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Moderate Turnout
Expected At Polls

SLOW DAY — Election officials reported a slow turnout at the polls early today. At left, Don
Brock receives instructions from election officer Theron Riley to insure his votes are correctly cast.
With all voting machines ready and in place residents should begin to know winners by 8-9:30 tonight.
With warm sunny weather,voter total may pick up later in the afternoon.
—Photo by Jennie B.Gordon

Methods To Curve Deficits Sought

By The Associated Press
While the number of Kentuckians eligible to vote today
is a record for a general election, the turnout is expected to
be nght to moderate in most
areas of the state.
The exceptions are Louisville
and Lexington, where there are
hotly-contested mayoral
races, and in Jefferson county,
where a string of tough races
for county offices is expected.
State Board of Elections
records show that 1,875,782
Kentuckians were eligible to
vote when the books closed Oct.
5. That's 3,854 more than were
registered in 1977, the previous
record for a general election.
Voters will also elect all 100
members of the state House of
,Representatives and 21 of the
38 members of the state Senate.
Republicans have made a
special effort to increase their
numbers in the 1982 General
Assembly.
The proposed succession
amendment to the stale constitution will be the main
political excitement.
The succession question is
one of only two issues to be
voted on statewide. It would
allow governors and other constitutional officers to serve two
terms, and allow sheriffs to
serve an .unlimited number of terms.
The second amendment
would extend the homestead
property tax exemption currently granted persons over 65
to disabled people under 65,and
would allow local governments
to give property tax breaks to
those renovating property in
distressed,inner-city areas.
The Louisville mayor's race
will have a possible impact on
state politics if Democrat

Harvey Sloane is elected again.
He is opposed by Republican
businessman George Clark.
Many additional local races
will be on the ballot, making it
a long and possibly confusing
one for many Kentuckians.
The succession amendment
was offered in April 1979, when
Democratic Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. was thinking only of
winning a first-term. .
The 1980 General Assembly
put the proposal on the ballot,
and Brown has backed it.
"Whether I like it or not, it will
be a referendum on my administration," Brown has said.
Brown claims the succession
amendment would give more
power to the people, enabling
them to re-elect deserving of-

ficeholders and reject failures
Anti-succession forces stress
what they call the awesome
power of a Kentucky governor
and the resulting imbalance
among the three governmental
branches if A governor could
serve eight straight years
Much of the administration's
hope for urban votes centers on
Louisville, where the spirited
mayor's race is expected to
draw a large turnout
- Similarly, a big vote Is
forecast in the Lexington area
where Scotty Roesler and Bill
Hoskins are vying for mayor,
though the atmosphere among
voters reporteill', 15 cooler to
succession than in I A Rosy ille
A victory in the Louisville
(Continued On Page 2)

Federal Tax Cuts
May Be Election Issue

By The Associated Press
Congress to appropriate more.
Voters in Virginia and New money for local needs instead
Jersey are electing neW gover- of for defense spending
nors today and a key issue in •
In lentuck) .and West
b,oth races is President Virginia, meanwhile, voters
Reagan's effort to cut the decide ballot issues whose outfederal budget down to size.
come could help determine the
Mayoral races in Phoenix, future of two rising politicians
Detroit and New York,in addiA proposed state constitution to large state bond issues tional amendment in Kentucky
for prisons and highways, are would permit state officials, inamong other decisions facing cluding the governor, to succeed themselves in office, It
voters around the country.
Reagan and members of his has turned into a referendtcm
administration have campaign-' on Democratic Gov. -John Y.
ed for the Republican guber- Brown Jr., who under existing
natorial candidates in Virginia law cannot seek a second sueand New Jersey.
Cessive term.
The New Jersey • race pits
West Virginia voters conDemocratic U.S. Rep. James sider a $750 million highway
Florio, who talks of "mean- construction bond issue. Jay
spirited" Reagan policies, Rockefeller, the state's
against Republican challenger wealthy and ambitious
Thomas Kean, who advocates governor, has put his prestige
on the line by backing the
cutting state business taxes.
In Virginia the contest is bet- measure, which would double
ween Democratic Lt. Gov. the state debt at a tune when
Charles Robb, son-in-law of the the federal government is cutup& will set guidelines for
late President Lyndon Johnson, ting spending.
tax-writing and other commitNew Yorkers vote on a $500
and Republican Attorney
tees to follow as Congress
million prison construction
General Marshall Coleman.
decides on a mix of spending
Robb,if he wins, would be the bond issue aimed at easing
reductions and tax increases to
first Democrat since 1965 to prison and jail overcrowding.
hold down deficits.
Incumbents in several
capture Virginia's goverDemocrats on the Senate norship. Coleman has tried to mayoral contests are expected
Budget Committee calleck, a portray Robb as the heir to his to win easy re-election
news conference this afternoon father-in-laws costly Great
New York Mayor _Edward
to announce their plans for Society programs. Robb, who Koch is seeking a second fourdealing with the budget considers himself a conser- year term and faces only- •
resolution. A draft "statement vative, says the race is not bet- minor-party challengers after
of principles" obtained'by The ween Reagan and Johnson.
sweeping victories in both the
Associated Press says the
"Don't let me down," 'Democratic and Republican
Democrats "can neither con- Reagan said to an audience in primaries.
done nor support those ad- Richmond last week. "It is no
Elsewhere. incumbents OAministration policies that good cleaning up Washington if eman Young in Detroit, George
would force additional spen- we don't elect the right kind of Voinovich—in Cleveland.
ding cuts in areas that are officials at the state level."
Richard Caliguri in Pittsburgh.
critical to the safety and wellReagan's economic policies Charles Royer in Seattle,
being of our nation's future."
face a more direct challenge In Margaret- -Rana tn-- Phoenix, •
While not mentioning the na- Boston. Voters are considering Ariz., and Donald Fraser in
tional sales tax, Baker told. a non-binding referendum ask- Minneapolis were expected to
ing the City Council to call upon win new terms.
(Continued On Page 2)

GOP Considers National Sales Tax
WASHINGTON(AP)— A national sales tax to finance Pentagon spending is being considered by Senate Republicans
searching for ways to curb
swelling budget deficits,
sources say.
"It may not go anywhere, but
it may," said one source who
insisted that the plan is "purely, purely in a talking stage."
"There has just been some
discussion about it, no written
proposal," the source said.
Tom Ggiscom, a spokesman
for Senate Republican leader
Howard H. Baker Jr. of Tennessee, refused to confirm that
such a proposal is under
consideration.
"My boss, at this point, is not
considering any specific tax
proposal," Griscom said.
"We're awaiting a chance for
the (Republican)congressional
leaders to meet with the president. It is the president's program and it is his decision to
make as to what.is in his

cloudy skies

program."
Griscom did acknowledge,
however, that "Senator Baker
has discussed the possibility of
establishing a national defense
fund, but there have been no
recommendations for how such
a fund should be established
and if it was, how it would be
-funded. He (Baker) has not advocated a sales tax for such
purposes."
The sources, who insisted on
remaining anonymous, said
Baker has discussed the plan
with Treasury Secretary
Donald T. Regan, and it also
has been mentioned to other
Republican senators and White
House budget director David A.
Stockman.
The idea would be to provide
money for defense spending
"entirely from one source of
revenue," such as a sales tax
which would be in effect nationally for "a couple of
years," the source said.
There was no indication of
the level at which such a tax
might be imposed or what
goods would be covered.

Sources said it is not -contemplated that such a measure
would be enacted next year —
an election year — although the
aim would be to provide
revenues for 198.1and 1984.
The Reagan administration
has requested $181.8 billion for
defense in 1982, $214.9 billion in
19e and $242.6 billion in 1984.
Public opinion polls show
that increased defense spending enjoys widespread support, suggesting that linking a
new levy to the military budget
might be one way of lessening
traditional opposition to higher
taxes.
A national sales tax is among
numerous plans that congressional Republicans have under
study as they search for
methods to shrink the budget
deficit.
Budget writers in the House
and Senate begin work Wednesday on legislation that will set
binding revenue floors and
spending ceilings for the 1982
fiscal year that began Oct. 1.
The resolution that both the
House and Senate finally agree

Astronauts Visit Shuttle;
Await Wednesday Launch*

Variable cloudiness today
with a chance of showers.
Highs in the upper 60s to low
70s. Mostly cloudy tonight
and Wednesday with a
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. of space.
chance of rain. Lows tonight (AP) — Joe Engle and Richard
Engle and Truly drove to the
in the mid to upper 50s and
Truly paid a pre-dawn visit to launch pad from their crew
highs Wednesday around 70.
shuttle Columbia today, thank- quarters about6 a.m. arid spent
Thursday through Satured launch crews for the so-far an hour there, inspecting the
day: Clearing Thursday.
perfect countdown and said
122-foot-tall vehicle and chatMild and dry Friday and jthey are eager for Wednesday's ▪ ting with many of the workers.
Saturday. Highs in the 60s to
flight in the first spaceshipeyer,
The astronauts then took to
lower 70s. Lows 45 to 55.
to make a return trip toorbit.
the 'air in an executive jet to
"Everything is going
practice emergency landings
beautifully and smoothly with
on a 1‘000-foot runway near
the count," said NASA
the pad. They would use the
One Section —12Pages
spokesvtomah Mary _Fitz- strip Wednesday only if their
10 patrick. Columbia is scheduled
Aces
s4ttle engines quit early and
Building Pages
W liftoff at 7:30 a.m. EST after
they could not get into orbit.
10,11
Classifieds
overnight loading of the superOfficials foresaw no pro10 cold. fuels that will power its
Comicsblems but fretted over -the
Dearitbby
drive into space.
uncertainties of weather. Air
.10
Dr. Lamb
The astronauts stopped at the
Force fdrecasters .predicted
Garrott's Galley
..3 launch pad. just hours after a
this knerning that launch day
4 large service structure had
Horoscope
conditions would be accep%peal Scene. .,
45 been'rolled away, leaving Coltable, with scattered eloujis,
Obituaries
. ..7 -48%4i Meted in floodlights, a
winds Of 12 mph, visibility at 7
Opioioff Page
3 glistening American bird poismiles and temperature of 748,9 ed for a second triumphant tour
Sports
•
degrees.

today's index

Calloway Senior To Compete
In Century III Conference
-,---leaders. Century III is sponTerry W. Bourland, a senior
sored and administered by the
at Calloway County High
National Association of SeconSchool, has been named the
dary School Principals, and
Top Century III Leader in a
funded by the Shell Oil Comcompetition at the high school,
pany.
prinAinley,
Jerry
according to
The Williamsburg meeting
cipal.
will be highlighted by major
The 17-year-old student nosw
speakers and seminars, along
is eligible to compete with
with discussions among
other local winners from
students and leaders from the
around the state for one of two
worlds of business, education,
$1,500 scholarships and an alland government. Speakers at
expense-paid trip to the napast conferences have included
tional Century III Leaders Connewsmen Harry Reasoner,
ference,slated for March 5-8, in
Howard K. Smith, and Tom
Colonial Williamsburg, Va.
Brokaw; philospher and
Stata winners will compete for
Buckminster Fuller;
futurist
of
prize
Mrinner's
national
the
and the librarian .of Congress,
an additional $10,000 scholar. ganiel Boorstin.
•
ship.
Bourlaad has occupied:
The Century III Leaders pro-,
gram is designed to .bring issue which challenges leadership positions with tilt .
Calloway High Speech
together-40 ranognize student America in its third century.
Runner-up in the competition Team, Pep Club, Beta Club,
leaders who show both strong
leadership abilities and an in- at Calloway County High Spanish Club, Future Business
terest in the future of America.. School was Robert A. Crick, Leaders of America, JROTC;
Bourland was judged on the son of Mr. and Mrs. Clayborn Student Council and the
University Church of Christ. He
'basis of leadership skills, • Crick.
This is the seventh yeir-ofthe plans to enter Murray- State
school and community involve-Century III Leaders program, University in August 1982 to
• ment, and a current events
amination. He also wrote a which awards a total of 8218,500 begin work toward a career
short essay on a particular in scholarships to 204 young - goal in the field of law. .
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Interest,Sluggish SalesHurt Business

Pike County Democrats
Listen To Branham
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The courthouse crowd swears
that no Democratic politician
in Pike County would plan a
campaign without checking
first with Lawrence Branham.
He will agree with that
assessment, not for lack of
modesty. He's considered an
expert in the art of persuading
the public to vote for the candidate he's pushing at the
moment.
"You've got to be a good
talker. I learned that when I
was a barber."
At 78, Branham can look
back and recall the days when
he was managing county campaigns for three presidents —
Roosevelt: Truman and Kennedy — and for Alben Barkley,
who became vice president.
"All of them were good,
honest men. They believed in
helping the poor."
He also worked for Julian
Carroll during his gubernatorial race and for Seventh
District Congressman Carl
Perkins.
"He's a special friend.
Comes to the house and spends
the night every time he's in this
area."
Branham said he inherited
his love of politics. "Got it from
my Dad who was always active. When I was old enough to
vote, I began driving people to
the polls on election day."
, He became a barber at 16,
took his trade to the coal
camps, and later operated a
tourist court and restaurant.
"I got into real estate in 1947
and still practice. But I'm not
buying anything now. Prices
and interest rates will kill
you."
He sought office once. "I

thought I would like to be jailer
and put my name on the ballot.
I lost by 247 votes. Couldn't talk
enough Republicans into voting
for me."
Later, Branham's name was
mentioned for appointment to a
number of county posts but be
wasn't interested. "There's too
much worry involved. I'd
rather circulate and meet
people."
That was one reason the
Democrats asked him to serve
as chairman of the committee
set up to get senior citizens to
the polls.
"I fit in pretty well with
them,speak their language."
He has a few critics, who
claim that "I might hurt a candidate more than I help him,
but most folks still come to me
for advice."
John Y. Brown Sr.sought his
help when running againt
Virgil Chapman for the
Democratic nomination to the
U.S.Senate.
"I knocked on a lot of doors
and sent out a lot of letters for
Mr. Brown. He collected 88 percent of the vote in the county
and therrgot beat in the state."
Recently., Branham has been
spreading the word that his
cousin, William Lawrence
Roberts, would be a good man
to occupy the district judge's
office.
"Just trying to help out my
kin," he said. "He's opposed by
another Democrat in the election. Either way, the party
can't lose."
Branham said the party has
been good to him and he wishes
the Democrats were back in the
White House.
"They will, come the next big
election."

40,

Employees Charged
Two employees at the Big
John Super Store were each
charged Monday night with
theft by unlawful taking under
$100, a Class A misdemeanor,
for allegedly taking various
items from the store, according
to Murray police reports.
Connie Kimbro, 27, 808
Bagwell, and Jennell Tabers,
30, Rt. 1, Almo, allegedly took
items valued at $68.83 from the
store, reports said.,
Both were released from the
Calloway County Jail on $2,500
cash bond each, the reports
said.
In an unrelated incident, no

injuries were reported after a
vehicle-bicycle collision Moriday night on Main Street between 13th and 14th Streets,
reportssaid.
Fred Workman, 68, 313
Woodlawn, was traveling east
on Main and reportedly struck
the bike riden by Edward P.
Neary, 21, 1315 Main, as he
(Workman) attempted to turn
into Marine Oil, the reports
said.
Workman said he did not see
the bike until the collision, the
reports said. Neary said he saw
the vehicle but was unable to
avoid the collision, the reports
added.

Towering interest expenses
and sluggish sales are pushing
U.S. businesses into collapse at
a faster pace than during the
recession year of 1980, according to the latest federal
government and private
economic figures.
Dun & Bradstreet, the
economic information service
in New York, reported Monday
that there were 459 commercial
and industrial failures in the
final week of October,or 51 percent more than in the
comparable week last year.
For the year through Oct. 29,
business failures are up 41 percent from the corresponding
1980 period, Dun & Bradstreet
said. I '
• The' government's latest
economic reports indicated
more bad news ahead for
business despite a reduction
Monday in prime lending rates
at major U.S. banks.
The Commerce Department
said orders for new manufactured goods fell sharply in
September, while manufacturers' inventories rose. In a

separate report, the department said the value of new construction in September declined 0.4 percent, hitting the
lowest rate since October 1980.
The department said orders
.for new manufactured goods
fell 0.9 percent in September.
That was better than the revised drop of 1.5 percent in August
but it would have been worse if
not for an 18.1 percent rise in
defense orders.
More significaatlyt the
- department said the mine of
non-defense capital goods in
September plunged 8 percent
from August after being
unchanged between July and
August. That represents a
steep drop in corporations'
spending on plant and equipment, a key to the nation's
manufacturing system.
Meanwhile, the department
said the value of manufacturers' inventories rose 1.1 percent in September, the biggest
jump since last February and a
sign manufacturers will cut
production to compensate for
lower demand
Meanwhile, banks and savings institutions will be paying
lower rates starting today on
six-month money market certificates sold in minimum
amounts of $10,000. As a result
The Murray Lions Club of the Treasury Department's
Radio Auction raised a record- latest auction of bills Monday,
breaking $7,300 in sales, Joe the rate financial institutions
Rowland, auction chairman,
said today.
The success of the community service project, which was
aired Oct. 27-29, was accomplished through the comThe Murray Civitan Club will
bined efforts of local business
name
its "Civitan of the Year".
the
owners and managers,
at its meeting Thursday, Nov.
management of WNBS and
WAAW,the radio auction com- 5.
The meeting also will mark
mittee and the entire Lions
the club's 23rd birthday.
Club, Rowland said.
Other awards also will be
Paul Mansfield, president of
presented during the nights aethe Lions Club, also thanked
bottles.
everyone who participated in
Guest speakers Will be Krista
the auction.
Thomas and Cathy Adams,maClub members said anyone
who has not picked up the jors in special education at
Murray State University and
authorization card and made
recipients
of Civitan scholarmerchandise
payment for the
purchase during the auction ships.
The Charter Night meeting
should do so in the next few
Will begin at 7 p.m. at Joe's
days by contacting Rowland at
Family Restaurant.
Parker Ford.

Lions Raise
Record Amount

'Civitan Of Year'
To Be Named

mayor's race could put Sloane
in a strong position to run for
governor again should the succession amendment go down.
Sloane, runnerup to Brown in
the 1979 Democratic primary,
has not endorsed the
amendment.
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Oil Co. from pursuing its $3.4
billion tender offer for 67 Percent of Marathon Oil Co.'s commoo stock.
Judge Frank J. Battisti, chief
judge of the U.S. District Court
for northern Ohio, scheduled a
session for 10 a.m. today on
Mobil's request that he dismiss
a temporary restraining ordet
be issued late Sunday.
The order keeps Mobil and its
stock brokerage manager from
soliciting stock or pursuing its
offer in other ways for at least
one week from today.

Supreme Court Upholds
Pre-Marriage Contract
FRANKFOT, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Supreme Court
today upheld a pre-marriage
contract that required the wife
to be furnished a decent
support during the rest of her
life.
The Supreme Court overturned a ruling by the state Court of
Appeals that had voided the
1969 agreement between
Juanita Jackson and Carl
Jackson prior to their
marriage.
The agreement had initially
been upheld in Hardin Circuit
Court in 1979 after the Jacksons
began divorce preceedings.
The lower court had set $300 a
month as a reasonable support.
The Supreme Court said the
lower appellate court had given
too broad an interpretation to a
1916 court decision against premarriage contracts.
The court said that ruling applied to contracts that make
provisions concerning future
separation after marriage. It
said the contract between the
Jacksons simply said he would
provide his wife "a decent

support during his natural
life."
"It is to be noted that
nowhere in this agreement is
any reference made to a
divorce or separation of the
parties," the Supreme Court
said.

Conferences Set
For Schools
Parent-Teacher Conferences
will be at Carter and Robertson
Elementary Schools and Murray Middle School on Thursday
and Friday, Nov. 5 and 6, according to Mary Ryan, principal of the elementary schools,
and Larry Salmon, principal of
middle school.
The elementary schools will
dismiss at 11:30 each day, and
the middle school will dismiss
at noon. Lunches wW be served
each day at the schools.
Regular bus routes will be run
after the early closing time.
Schools will be back in
regular session on Monday,
Nov.9.

a

Budget..

• (Continued From Page 1)

reporters Monday that Senate
Republicans are still in the
"list-building stage" in trying
to come up with tax proposals.
He said that while he expects
Congress to approve a tax increase in 1982, he doubts it
would have much effect in the
current fiscal year.
••(Continued From Page 1)
Tax increases for the current
year
are a "diminishing
gubernatorial
proAnother
spect, U. Gov. Martha Layne possibility," be said. "Three or
Collins, has sent 22,000 letters four billion (dollars) would
to her backers, asking them to probably be an upper limit," he
"enlist the assistance of five of said. The bulk of the tax bite
your friends in supporting our would come in fiscal 1983 and
opposition to the succession 1984,he added.
However, Baker made an
amendment." last week
unusual departure from Presiagainst the amendment.
Brown has never said dent Reagan's legislative
whether he would seek another script when he said Congress
term in 1983 if the amendment should approve a new windfall
profits tax if it decides to phase
were approved.
Winners are already known out price controls on natural
in 61 of the House and Senate gas.
Baker said he favors a "phasraces because nominees have
—ed and gradual" decontrol of
no opposition.
Democratic Sen. Nelson natural gas, along with "some
Allen of Greenup faces strong kind of tax."
One recent study estimated
Republican opposition from
Charles Borders of Givenup, a that immediate lifting of conpolitical newcomer and trols, coupled with a tax like
economic analyst at Ashland the one voted on the oil inOil Co.
Republican Joe Lane Travis
and Democrat Doug Isenberg,
both of Glasgow,are competing
Co succeed former Republican
Sen. Wafter Baker of Glasgow,
A Hazel woman was treated
who resigned as GOP senator and released at Murrayin the district to go to Calloway County Hospital
Washington with the Reagan following a one-car accident
administration.
Monday.
In the House, the interest
Injured was Jo S. Raspberry,
focuses on Jefferson County, 46 of Rt. 2. According to Kenwhere the Republicans could
tucky State Police reports, she
pick up a few seats.
ran into a ditch while trying to
On the other hand, keep from hitting a car that had
Democrats might take a few
cut in front of her.
seats in Fayette County and
A hospital spokesman said
northeastern Kentucky.
she was treated for contusions.
The net outcome is unlikely
The accident was investigated
to disturb the solid Democratic
by KSP Trooper James
majorities in both chambers.
Barnett.

Woman Hurt
In Accident.

c
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Potatoes

Sausage 08

100 Ct.
Lipton

-

10 Lb.

Field

Encouraged by the prospect
of lower interest rates, the
stock market rose sharply
Monday while prices in the
bond market were mixed.
Open-market interest rates
were mostly lower.
In another development, a
federal judge in Cleveland
agreed to reconsider a ruling
that temporaray barred Mobil

Elections.

SAVE! SAVE — SAVE!

SAVE

may pay on the six-month e'ertificates falls to 13.659 percent
from the previous 13.869
percent.

dustry, could raise $75 billion
over four years.
But White House spokesman
Larry Speakes said Monday
that the president remains opposed to a "windfall profits"
levy and would veto any
legislation imposing one.
Senate GOP leaders are looking for between $50 billion and
670 billion in new tax revenue
through 1984. Until recently,
their discussion had focused on
a wide range of tax increases
that could raise a few billion
dollars each, such as excise
levies on tobacco, alcohol and
gasoline.

Scout Troops
To Conduct
Paper Drive
Boy Scouts Troops 13, 45, and
77 will have an old newspaper
drive on Saturday, Nov. 7. This
Is both a fund raising and conservation activity for the
troops, according to David
Robinson,Senior Patrol Leader
pf Troop 77.
Robinson said "Conservation
plays a big role in the Scouting
program and is a vital part of
the Outdoor Code, which is the
Scouting attitude toward
nature and the out-of-doors.
The collection of papers helps
Scouts and the public to be
more aware of saving our nation's natural resources."
Persons who have papers
may call 753-3824 and 753-2553
and give their name, address,
and location of the papers. It
would be appreciated if the
papers were tied in 18" high
bundles, however loose papers
will still be accepted. Only
newspapers can be collected,
no magazines or booklets,
Robinson said.

Derby Museum To Be Built
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — A new $5
niWion Kentucky,Derby Museum will be
built at Churchill
Downs to replace the
current museum that
has been at the track
since May 1962.
Lynn Stone, Downs
president, said the
plans calls for a
modern, three-story
museum thilt
house electronic exhibits,, animated
displays, Derby at‘
tifacts and other
items, according to a
copyright story in today's Louisville
Courier-Journal.
"It will ei*onmass
every facet of the rac-

The old museum will eluding tunds for a
be torn down and con- new regional weer
struction will begin center in Louisville
next spring, slid
Stock Market
Stone. Target date for
completion is Derby
Industrial Average
-1.90
Day 1983.
39% -A1
While Churchill Air Products
Motors
2% unc
Downs is donating American
Ashland
311
/
2 +½
land for the museum, ArntrIcan Telephone 59/
1
2 unc
Chrysler
4% +%
the entire $5 million Ford
a
11% unc
construction cost will G.A.F.
14% unc
General
Dynamics 21% unc
come from the J.
General Motors
'31/
1
2 unc
Graham &town GeneralTire
34½ unc
Goodrich "
Ia% one
Foundation.
•
, 11% -%
Goodyear
Brown,the late hotel Gulf
IS% air
*Menet, hotaatian sad 111411MaM
SI% 41
ULM
'
SPA
philinerroaist, set up Jerico
211
/
211 2114A
The new museum the foundation in his Kmart
171
/
2 uric
oPenwatt
29% +½
will have 26,000 square will.
Oats
32% +1
/
2
Since his death in Quaker
feet of floor space,
321
/
2 new
Tezaco

ing industry," Stone
said. "There will be a
250-seat theater where
you can watch Derby
films. And there will
be a mechanical horse
with a screen in front,
so you can feel you're
riding in the Kentucky
Derby."
While declining to
estimate the number
of tourists the new
museum might /4-•mr,
the current
mtJ. attracts
vbiterea

the foundation
mom than Mi thtim
thee'Olt et` Si*to ha **libeled ewe
sent misieurn,he said.

than $50 million, in-
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Beshear Releases
Division Report
FRANKFORT — Attorney
General Steve Besbear has
rebaisedtheftscal year 1981 annual report for the consumer
intervention division of the attorney general's office. The
consumer intervention division
is responsible for representing
the consumers of Kentucky in
matters relating to utilities.
According to Beshear, the
division accomplishes this task
primarily through the
representation of consumers
before the Public Service Commission in rate hearings and
other matters, through the
courts and by mediating consumer complaints against
utilities.
. During the 1981 fiscal year,
the division participated in 145
rate cases representing requests for increased revenues
of more than $364 million. In
several of these rate cases, the
division presented testimony
on behalf of consumers.
"'The commission adopted
The recommendations of our
witnesses in many instances
resulting in substantial savings
to the utility consumers of Ken-

IA. Gov Wendell H. Ford was
elected governor and Julian NI
Carroll was elected lieutenant
governor for the state of Kentucky in the general election
Nov. 2.
Ken Sinclair who spent two
years as a teacher with the
Peace Corps WI Peru; South
America. spoke at a meeting of
the Alpha Department of Murray Woman's Club.
Births reported included a
boy to Mr. anJ Mrs. Michael
Hobbs and a boy to Mr ind
Mrs. Tommy Carpenter. Oct.
29.
Dr Rob 1.. Staples. son of Mr
and Mrs. Bryan Staples,
Kirksey, presented a paper at
the seventh annual meeting of
Wesleyan Theological Society
at Trevecca Nazarene College.
Nashville, Nov. 5 and 6. He is
professor of theology at
Bethany Nazarene College,
Bethany. Okla.

tacky," stated Bear. "Of
the cases which have been
decided by the commission,the
commission granted the
utilities only $184.5 million in
increased revenues compared
to the more than $301.7 million
they had requested."
In a move which Beshear
said would more effectively
serve the consumers of Kenlucky while at the same time
producing cost savingsfor Kentucky's taxpayers, the consumer intervention division
was consolidated with the consumer protection division Aug.
1. "Although there has been a
dramatic increase in the
number of rate requests filed
by utilities, my office has been
able to continue to provide
representation to the citizens of
the commonwealth without any
significant increase in personnel or funding," stated
Beshear.
Anyone desiring a copy of
this annual report,should write
to: Office of The Attorney
General, Division of Consumer
Protection, 209 St. Clair St.,
Frankfort,Ky.40601.

20 Years Ago
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Agree Or Not

By S.C. Van Curon

'Copter Payments Soar
FRANKFORT — When the
political posturing and the
public •criticism are stripped
away.from the state's Sikorsky
helicopter and the governor's
promise to sell it, the bare
financial facts are that it is just
an expensive mode of transportation.
First off, the actual base
price on the plane under the
lease purchase agreement is
$1,833,966 according to the contract in the Finance Department.
The money was borrowed
from the First Security National Bank of Lexington at
eight percent interest. The contract calls for monthly
payments broken down into
two-year periods running to
1988 with the payments
escalating every two years.
The first period ends next
June 15 When the monthly
Payments escalate from $12,500
to $25,700 to run until June 1984.
Then the, payments jump to
$32,900 per month until June 15,
1986 when the payments go to
$40,100 per month until June
1988 when the state must
make a decision to pay off the
balance of the contract, or
return the plane to the bank
and Sikorsky. The balance due
in 1988 will be about $76,000.
• But this balance is reached
after the state has paid out an
approximate total of $3.3
million.
Next June 15 the state's equity in the plane will be $6,795.00.
This would be the amount the
governor would be able to turn
over to education, according to
his promise to sell the plane,
that is, if the state should
receive the original purchase
• price for the plane in the present very soft market.
When Gov. John Y. Brown
Jr's. 1982 budget ends June 30,
1984, the state will still owe
$1,487,444, and that's six months after his term ends in
December 1983.
While the aircraft industry
figures operating cost on a
commercial basis for the Sikorsky at $1,275 per hour,the state
figures the cost at $750 per
hour. Bob Kellogg said he had
no knowledge of the commercial cost, but gave the $750 cost
for the state which includes all
the costs involved in its operation, including the investment
and maintenance.
The state charges other
departments of government
$275 per hour for use of the
'plane and also charges Phyllis
George Brown the same
amount when she uses it to fly
to Cincinnati to catch a plane
for New York each weekend to
do her NFL Today program for
.
CBS.
Kellogg said this figure includes actual fuel costs and the
salaries, but none of the •
as
ov
e at'
maintenance, investment, etc.
This fixed cost would be there.
anyway, Kellogg- said if the'
plane wettleft to sit on the pad.
Kellogg made no clifferentation
Mrs. Brown is on her
whethel)
private usiness for CBS or for
the sta
'The gtivernor uses the plane

much of the time to travel from
his home in Fayette County to'
his office in Frankfort and then
back home.
Dr. Robert Warren, deputy
secretary of Finance, rationalizes the lease deal by saying it is a god business deal for
the state since the state is borrowing money at eight percent
while loaning $3 million received from the sale of most Of the
state's plane fleet at 15 to 17
percent. He says "it is a wise
business decision."
Warren also said state people
are doing a lot less flying. Even
though the state has some personal service contracts leasing
planes,the cost is a lot less than
spent by the previous administration when $800,000 was
budgeted for planes and
maintenance, plus one million
dollars agencies of government
were bWed for use of the planes
through inter-accounting.
No one will argue reasonably
that the state should not have
aircraft in this modern age for
business use, but the
demogoguery should be cut out
and the truth laid on the table.
Past history shows that plane
choice and use has become a
status symbol with governors.
Gov. Louie B. Nunn sold the old
Beechcraft used by the Combs
and Breathitt administrations
and took a lend-lease contract
on a jet.
Gov. Wendell Ford campaigned against the jet and promptly cancelled the lease when
he went into office, only to
enter a similar contract for a
plane of his choice.
Gov. Julian Carroll wasn't
satisfied with the plane Ford
had and he bought two Merlins.
Now, Brown sold off the two
Merlins,a Fairchild,two Navajos, a Bell Helicopter and the
Aero Commander used by the
Dep,rtment of Photogrammetry in the Highway Department.
Brown bought the Sikorsky.
Egos of governors are
satisfied at the taxpayers' expense.

Hunter and Christine Hancock
Are Living It Up In Retirement
What ever happened. to
Hunter Hancock? Someone
asked that question the other
day, so I justahought I would
check out the retired chairman
of what is now the Department
of Biological Sciences and see
what he was up to these days.
I found Hunter at 1107 Elm
Street, where he and Christine,
his wife of 46 years,are living it
up in retirement. They keep
plenty busy.
Presently, Hunter is on the
board of directors as well as
treasurer of the Kentucky
Chapter of The Nature Conservancy, and, until recently, was
a member of the Kentucky
Heritage Commission.
When he isn't involved in one
of these, he and Christine are
feeding the birds and enjoying
the wildlife around a Kentucky
Lake cottage they have near
Paris Landing, or traveling in
pursuit of historical interests
and in preparation for Jackson
Purchase Historical Society
tours.
• • •
I've known Hunter for a long
time.
When my family moved to
Mayfield from Guthrie in
August, 1928, my dad showed
up at the West Ward School
some two weeks later with
my
three little boys in tow
brothers and me.
One he deposited in the first
grade, one in the third and one
— me — in the fifth. We were
met at the fifth grade door by
Mrs. Ruth Hancock, Hunter's
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mother.She was the teacher.
"He's in your care, Mrs. Hancock," Dad said, gently
pushing me into the room,"and
if he misbehaves, you give
him a paddling — and he'll
get another one when he gets
home." Mrs. Hancock never
had to paddle me. That was the
first lesson I learned in her
room.
Now 92 years old, Hunter
tells me she is in a rest home in
Bowling Green, where his
sister, Mrs. Eugene (Mary
Emily) Wilson, lives. His
mother was proud of Hunter
and talked about him often in
our classes.
His father, Sameul T.(Sam)
Hancock, was the West Kentucky and West Tennessee circulation manager for The
Courier-Journal for years. Mr.
Sam's brother (Bob) Hancock,
was circulation manager for
The Mayfield Messenger and
the old Paducah Sun Democrat. Both are buried in
Mayfield's Highland Park
cemetery, with Mr. Sam right
next to my father.
• • •
Hunter's senior year in high
school was spent at the
Alabama Military Institute at
Anniston. Graduating in 1929,
he entered Murray State that
fall. Hoping to becomea_writer,
he enrolled in Dr. L. J. Hortin's
journalism classes and fondly
recalls his English classes
under Dr. Herbert Drennon.
That fall, however, the country was plunged into the Great
Depression, and he was forced
to drop out of school. He was
with Spur Oil Company, and
later became a credit manager
:with Anderson Motor Company, right behind where the
First National Bank is now in
Mayfield.
By the time the country had
begun to mobolize in the fall of
1940 just before World War H,
he and Christine, who lived at
Sedalia and whom he had met
at Murray State, had been married for five years.
He also had enlisted in the
National Guard and had worked his way up to the rank of 2nd
lieutenant in the Mayfield company — Co. L of the 149th Infantry Regiment of the 38th
(Cyclone) .Division. He was
with it when the unit was activated in November of 1940
and sent to Camp Shelby, near
Hattiesburg, Miss., for training.
After a few months there,
Hunter resigned his Guard
commission to enlist in the
Royal Canadian Air Force,
Where he was when the Japs
bombed Pearl Harbor. After
that, he was permitted to rejoin
the US. Army and returned to,
the states, this time with the
Chemical Warfare Department. After a stint at
• Edgewood ArsenaL in
Maryland.— learning to sniff
and identify gases, he fihished out the war in the S- outh
Pacific.
Re-enrolling at Murray State
under.the GI Bill after the war,
Hinder at first 'planned to
prepare for a career in
forestry, but switched to
biology after taking his first
course in it under Dr. Alfred M.

Jenny Lynn Johnson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
L. Johnson, and Mary Beth
Robertson,daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Robertson,
students at Murray College
High School, were selected for
membership in the 1961 Kentucky All State Chorus.
Deaths reported included Sid
Rhodes, 89, and Stanford I..
(Cull) Holland, 101. ..
Billy Smith was elected
president of the Calloway County Farm Bureau.
Births reported at the Murray .Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hudspeth, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
HarliS. a boy to Nolan and Judy
Adams, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Butler, a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Dwain Ross, and a
girl to Mr_ and Mrs. William L.
Wood.

Wolfson. He took to biology like
a duck to water.
• Graduating in 1947, he went
on to Oklahoma State University at Stillwater, where he earned it naster's degree in 1951
and a doctorate in 1955,
finishing up a year after corning to Murray.
• With his doctoral work complete except for dissertation, he
was working as an aquatic
biologist with the Oklahoma
Fish and Game Commission
when a phone call from MurPFC Dean Humphries,son of
ray's president, Dr. Ralph H.
and Mrs. Lee Humphries,
Mr.
Woods, got him out of a
meeting in the Ozarks and was serving with the Armed
eventually led to his teaching Forees in Korea.
Mrs. George Hart of Murray
career a t Murray State.
Miss Grace Wyatt had just was elected vice president of
died, he recalled, and he had the First District Parentbeen recommended by Dr. Liza Teacher Association at a
meeting in Cadiz on Oct. 13.
Spann to fill the vacancy.
Jacqueline Sharbrough,
• • •
The Blackburn Science School of Journalism, and
Building was brand new when Charles Henry Stamps,
he came to the campus. Dr. Graduate School, both of MurWolfson and his wife, Dr. ray, were students at NorSpann, Wesley Kemper and thwestern University,
Hunter made up its biology Evanston,Ill.
Mrs. Stark Erwin directed
faculty.
program for the Week of
the
For the next 15 years, he
taught ichthyology (the study Prayer and Self Denial at a
of fish), zoology, genetics, meeting of the WSCS of South
bacteriology, entomology, and Pleasant Grove United
expanded the field biology Methodist Church.
The Delta Department of
course.
_ _When Dr_ _Wolfson retired in Murry Woman's Clubplanned
1969, Hunter was named to suc- a style show on Nov. 6 at the
ceed him as departmental club house.
chairman. He served in that
position until his own retirement in 1973.
• • •
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 3, the
Hunter's fondest dream was
307th
day of 1981. There are 58
for the university to have an
remaining
in the year.
days
instrucand
research
aquatic
Today's
highlight
in history:
tional facility on Kentucky
3
Nov.
1534,
'England's
On
Lake. He saw this materialize,
and the night of his retirement parliament transferred to
party, Dr. Harry Sparks an- Henry VIII all judicial andnounced that the facility pro- political powers formerly exbably would be named in his ercised in England by the pope.
honor.
On this date:
It was, and, located near
In 1935, a Greek plebescite
Pacer Point on Kentucky Lake, recalled exiled King George II.
is one of the finest centers of its
In 1946, power in Japan was
type in the country. Known as transferred from the emperor
the Hunter Hancock Biological to an elected aiiemblv.
Station, it is a monument to his
In 1970, Marxist Salvador
service at the university.
Murphy's Pond, the big Allende became president of
wildlife sanctuary on the Chile.
Graves-Hickman County line,
And in 1979, thousands of
and its preservation was soldiers, policemen and
another of his big dreams, and civilians lined the funeral prohe worked hard to keep it un- cession route of South Korea's
disturbed.
"assassinated President, Park
"Why, Murphy's Pond is Chung-Hee.
famous everywhere," he exTen years ago: Secretary of
claimed. Just the thought of the
State
William Rogers passports
place lights up his eyes.
would
be denied Americans
at
asked
me
someone
"When
refusing
take an oath of
Oklahoma State where I was allegiancetoto the
Constitution.
'Mayfield,
told
them,
from, It
Kentucky."Why,that's close to
Five years ago: President
Murphy's Pond,' the fellow Gerald Ford conceded victory
said. Frankly, I didn't know to Jimmy Carter, pledging his
where it was at the time, but '!complete and wholehearted"
one of the professors there soon support.
,
told me all about it.
One year ago: Presidential
"Since then, though, I've
spenrmany a happy hour trom- Jimmy Carter and Republican
ping_ and wading through it. I Ronald Reagan, wound op the
ead.:the university 'now - campaign With the election onecontrols it and that irerbetfig
preserved."
Today's birthdays: Baseball
Then leaning back in a big hall-of-famer Bob Feller is 63.
chair and tamping a bowlful of Actor Charles Bronson is 69.•
tobacco into his favorite pipe —
Thought Far Today: Conwhich he is battling to give up
— he said with a smile, "I've, formity is the *der of freedom
had a good life, and I believe I and the enemy of growth. — .
can say I was at Murray State John F. Kennedy, U.S.%president(1917-1963).
during its best years."
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P4GE4 TiftEMUIINAt
PWPCIttipter
Meet Planned
Friday Night

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frew* Drake

The Greater
Paducah Parents
Without Partners will
have a general
meeting Friday, Nov.
6 at 8 p.m. at the
American Legion
Building in Paducah.
To become a
member of PWP, a
person must be a
parent, and single, by
reason of death,
divorce or separation.
Single Parents do not
need to have custody
of their children to
become a member.
Persons may join at
any general meeting
on the first and third
Friday of each month.
For more information call 444-9604 or
442-6390.

13, MURDEH4T
1423 LAUGHS

Student
Bodies
.0 1
753-3314

FOR WEDNKSI)AY, NOVEMBER 4, 1981
SCORPIO
What kind of day will tomor(Oct. 23 to Nov.21) nleeV
row be? To find out what the
A friend's boisterous manstars say, read the forecast
ner could upset a family
given for your birth Sign.
member. Money may arrive
ARIES
unexpectedly. Maintain harMar. 21 to Apr. 19) sr
mony on the domestic front.
Travelers meet with
SAGITTARIUS
Er
romance unexpectedly. Some
(Nov.22toDec.21) X.(rdia
receive pleasant news about
Avoid self-deception and
finances. Relations with
arguments with a higher-up.
friends may be strained.
Romance is fascinating.
TAURUS
Private meetings are favored,
( Apr. 20 to May 20) betx,
but don't gossip.
It's a poor tirne to further
CAPRICORN
business interests. Don't
(Dec. 22 toJan. 19) V
socialize with the intention of
Protect your valuables. Con
impressing a higher-up.
artists may be on the scene.
Romance is possible.
Avoid impulsive purchases. A
GEMINI
surprise invitation may lead
( May 21 to June 20
to romance.
Some meet with romance on
AQUARIUS
the job. Expect some com(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
plications regarding travel
A friend may be evasive.
plans. Students need tact in
Avoid arguments about bills.
dealing with instructors.
A new contact is helpful to
CANCER
your career, but tact is needed
(June 21 to July 22) 48)
with bosses.
Avoid impulsive financial
PISCES
decisions. You may have an
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X 444.-•
impromptu get-together with
Avoid escapism. Hidden
co-workers. Late evening may
undercurrents affect a close
bring some tension.
relationship. Travel and
LEO
business combine favorably.
(July 23 to Aug.22)
Romance is sudden.
Money could be an issue
YOU BORN TODAY are arbetween loved ones. Home
yet practical. Though
tistic,
but
entertainment is favored,
you can succeed in business,
a close tie could be somewhat
you may prefer a profession.
moody.
Writing, teaching, interior
VIRGO
and businesses allied to
design
)
22
(Aug.23 to Sept.
may have an especial
arts
the
An adventurous mood works
for you. Music,
appeal
Curb
you.
against
acting and direcsculpture,
restlessness. Try to cut down
ting also promise you a chance
on stress in your daily work
for fulfillment. A g6od educaroutine. Get some rest.
tion•in the field of your choice
LIBRA
the key to your success.
is
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Develop a social conAvoid risk-taking. Be
sciousness and an interest in
realistic in romance and curb
community affairs and you'll
extravagance. Scrutinize mail
reach the top. Your powers of
worfor
order catalogues
observation are acute.
thwhile purchases.

atick

np

Ends Myr:. 7:20,9:10
MEL BROOKS'
HISTORY OF
THE WORLD
PART) IN

by Vicki Dennis
Affirmative action has, since
its beginning in 1964, been the
bugaboo of employers and the
champion of employees, the
bane of big business and the
defender of the working class.
It has given employees an
outlet, through class action
suits, to collectively fight incidences of discrimination, pay
inequity and the lack of opportunity and advancement. It
has forced employers to actively recruit, employ and promote
women and minorities. It has
caused educational institutions
to stop discrimination under
any education program or activity or risk losing federal
money. Through the years, affirmative action has been a victory song for thousands of
women and minorities in the
school and in the workplace.
But today, Washington is
singing a different tune, and affirmative action is expected to
rise quickly to the top of President Reagan's "Hit Parade,"
right up there with school lunches, welfare, medical benefits
and housing assistance. The administration is releasing this
week its recommended
changes in affirmative action
and equal opportunity regulations, and rumor has it that the
song that accompanies the
changes could be called
"Another One Bites the Dust."
The changes began to be
spelled out at a series of
Meetings held in September
and October by the Subcommittee on Equal Opportunities
of the House Committee on
Education and Labor. One of
the most far-reaching changes
calls for altering the written affirmative action plans required
by contractors who bid on
federal contracts. In the past,
companies needed compliance
plans if they had 50 or more
employees and federal contracts which exceeded $50,000.
Now the stakes have been raised — only those companies with
250 or more employees and
federal contracts of at least $1
million are required to have
written affirmative action
plans. According to a report by
the Congresswomen's Caucus

in Washington, this change
would reduce the number of
companies required to develop
affirmative action plans from
17,000 to 4,000.
Other proposals include
lowering the employment goals
and timetables required for an
affirmative action plan, requiring a five-year plan by companies rather than the current
annual one, and, perhaps most
damaging of all eliminating
class action suits by employees
in favor of what the administration has called, "affirmative
relief for identifiable victims of
discrimination," through individual suits. (This has been
neoposed despite a statement
by J. Clay Smith Jr., acting
chairperson of the Equal
Employment Opportunity
Commission, that "individual
remedies have historically failed." Smith went on to cite the
case of the United States vs.
Allegheny-Ludlum Industries
Inc., where 60,000 employees
filed a class action suit. If each
claimant's suit had been handled individually, it would have
taken 28 years of trial time to
resolve them all!)
While the administration is
lauding the changes for
red tape" and as
part of Reagan's campaign
promise to examine federal
regulations considered to be
"cumbersome and inappropriate," the proposed affirmative action changes have
not been universally popular.
Throughout the country, civil
rights, women's and labor
organizations are protesting
them loudly, calling them
"devastating to the affirmative
action gains that have been
made over the last 20 years."
Similar fears are being expressed in Kentucky. Jessica
Schikler, executive director of
the Kentucky Commission on
Women, said recently that
women especially have just
begun to make critical
economic strides due to affirmative action. "Kentucky
women have made important
gains in employment and
education, through CETA
training programs, placement

Tennis Group B Plans Plav
Group B of Ladies at 9 a.m. on Thursday, Kenlake Tennis Center
Tennis of the Murray Nov. 5, at the home of for play.
The lineup is as
Country Club will meet Vicki Baker to go to
7 15, 9:20
follows:
Court One — Janie
Louise- Sickle Will Speak
Ryan, Sandy Brannon,
Vicki Miller, and
At Wednesday Luncheon
Agnes Payne.
Court Two —
Louise Sickle will be Campus Ministry. She
the guest speaker at will speak on Marilyn Adkins, Kay
the Wednesday lun- "Hospice" a program Ray, Gaye
cheon of the United started in January, Haverstock, and Mug
1981 at Murray- Rigsby.
Calloway County
Court Three — Annie
Hospital. Hospice is a Knight, Vicki Baker,
program of supportive Janice Howe,and Nanservices for the ter- cy Fandrich.
minally ill.
UCM luncheons are
each Wednesday from
12:30 until 1:20 p.m. in
the Ohio Room of the
University Center,
froom 304. Coffee is
furnished by the
Only
rninistry,and food may
be purchased in the tea
With Garlic Bread
or cafeteria and
room
Salad 40' htra
Ohio Room for
taken
7Special For Kidc I
9
6Fthe luncheon program.
Free Refills On Drinks
Inside Dining Onlv
The luncheons are
for students, faculty,
and interested persons
from the surrounding
community.
CWU LUNCHEON — Members of the Church Women United are planHorrc For This Pricf.
Can't Eat This Gcod
ning World Community Day on Nov.6. Pictured at a recent luncheon are
Chrystelle Palmer, Mavis Hurt, Carrie Crawford, Dorothy McKenzie,
Marjorie Major,and Louise Swann.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

$1"

Wednesday 4-10 P.M.
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I Lost
151
2 Pounds
/

Certificatesleast
Month
6
Get the most for your money in the
amount of time...minimum of $10,000!

Sherry Newsome has
always, felt she was chubby
and at 5' tall she couldn't
carry the extra weight.
Sherry saw how rapidly her
friends had lost weight at
The Diet Center! She decided to try it and 4 weeks
12
later, she had lost 15/
pounds. She never looked or
felt better.

13.659%
Effective

Nov. 3-Nov:9, 1481

ecurity Federal
avings &Loan
Asso.
1300 Johnson Blvd.-759-1234 'ffle
"Your Faure Is Important To Us."
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woman's
)place

(5\

in previously male-dominated
occupations, the dissipation of
sterotypic definitions of
"women's work," and the integration of women in
numerous fields and at many
levels of employment." Ms.
Schikler added that affirmative
action is particularly critical
for women because "it's at the
heart of struggle that women
face. We can solve day care,
domestic violence, welfare, all
of the major problems women
have today if we can raise our
economic status."
But with the budget-cutting
tunes being sung in Washington
today and especially the dirgelike ballad of the affirmative
action changes, the future for
women's equality in employment and education looks dim.
As Caroline Bird, noted
historian, feminist and author,
said in a recent Louisville
speech, "The prospects for
working women in general depend on the enforcement of
equal-opportunity laws. At this
very moment, they are in mortal danger," from the administration. And, she added,
not so tongue-in-cheek, "these
are the people who tell us we
don't need the Equal Rights
Amendment."
EDITOR'S NOTE: The Kentucky Commission on Women
will explore the question of affirmative action during a tw
day regional conference of
Commissions on Women from
six states, Nov. 4 and 5 in Lexington at the Carnahan House.
Called -Survival Strategies: A
New Agenda for Fighting
Back," the conference which is
open to the public will also
feature panel discussions on
day care centers at the
workplace for working
mothers, fundraising techniques and caucuses on domestic
violence, rape and displaced
homemakers. Cost is $10 for the
conference, lunch on Nov. 4 and
an informational packet. For
more information, write or
call: The Kentucky Commission on Women, 614A Shelby
Street, Frankfort, KY 40601,
(502)564-6643.

Church Women
Plan Program
Church Women
United will celebrate
their 40th anniversary
at First United
Methodist Church on
Friday, Nov. 6 following the World Community Day worship at
7 p.m.
The theme for the
celebration is -The
Last Commandment Put Away Your
Sword." Women of the
Greek Orthodox
Church, drawing upon
the liturgical riches of
their tradition,
prepared the World
Community Day service.
This ancient liturgy
used in the Eastern Orthodox Church today
reaches back 1600

years to the early
history of the church
and. expresses the
longing and need of the
Christian community
for peace.
Mrs. Joseph Gertzen, president of CWU,
extends an invitation
to everyone to attend
the evening's celebration.
Following the service, an award film on
the Murray community will be shown by
David Graham - 1980
All Kentucky City Program, in the
Fellowship Hall.
Birthday
refreshments will be
served by the officers
of CWU.

Going
Out of Business
Starts Monday
10:00 a.m.
Reduced

30-40-50%
, All Pfaltzgneff,
Louisville, Stoneware,
Oneida-Flatware
limited quantity

Sherry Newsn'k-a".
Of Murray

Mon.-Fri. 8-5
Sat. 10-2

DIET
CENTER®

The Village
641 N. Murray, Ky.
•

753-0020'

NO SHOTS • NO DRUGS
NO CONTRACTS

Everything Mast Go

4'7
Daed
Dizielizod Center
753-8738
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ANAD provides information shout nnorezia awd
also provides referrals for et.anowling. treatment an
support groups wherever you live. Write to: ANAD,
Bo
,271. Highland park, 111. 21(20:15. A self-addressed.
business-size envelope with 37e postage speeds the
response, but it is not necessary.

Dealt)

•••

DEAR ABBY We are making plans for our daughter's
wedding. Her fiance chore a best man and three ushers
My husband and I do not approve of one of the ushers
Do we have the right to say we don't wants certain person
to be in the bridal party? We are paying for the whole
wedding and reception. The person is not a family member
— just a friend of the bridegroom
We do not want hard feelings with our daughter Hurry
your answer and thank you
MOTHER OF BRIDE

By Abigail Van Buren

Girl's Endless-Diet
May Have Tragic End
DEAR ABBY: Our 14-year-old niece is suffering from
anorexia nervosa (dieting to the point of starvation), but she
has not been diagnosed as such because her parents refuse
to seek further medical help. (They took the girl to two
doctors. One said,"She needs to gain weight, and she can if
she wants to." The other doctor said,"You're lucky. I have a
daughter her age and she's too fat!")
Abby, this girl is going to die if she doesn't get help soon.
She is 5 feet 5 and is down to 75 pounds! She's pale and
listless and eats literally nothing. It all started when she
decided she was too fat and she quit eating. Now she's
determined to stay "thin" and she's down to skin and bones.
Abby, is there some organization, support group or
information center one can contact to get literature about
this terrible disease? Talking to these parents has done no
good, and the doctors they have seen obviously know
nothing about it. Please help us to help them.
CONCERNED AUNT
DEAR AUNT:There has been an alarming increase
in the number of anorexia nervosa and associated
disorder cases lately, 90 to 95 percent of which are
women. The condition usually begins in the teen
years when figure-conscious girls begin to diet
because "thin is in" — then they become obsessed
with the fear of getting fat and can't quit dieting.
There are an estimated 500,000 victims in the United
States alone, of which about 15 percent ofthe serious
cases die!
ANAD (National Association of Anorexia and
Associated Disorders) is the first non-profit, educational, self-help organization in this country(serving
Canada and several other countries)to address itself
to this problem.

Arthritis
From The Desk Of
Jean Cloar
County Extension
Agent
For Home Economics
Arthritis sufferers
will waste millions of
dollars this year on
quack devices and
miracle cures that do
no good and may indeed do harm, according to the Arthritis
Foundation?
Arthritis quackery
thrives because conventional medical

Alcoholics
Anonymous will meet
at 8 p.m. at west end of
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Parents Anonymous
will meet at 6:30 p.m.
For information call
759-1087 or 753-6917.
illiirray Assembly
No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow for Girls will
meet at 7 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Murray -Preschool
Corporation parents
meeting will be at 7
p.m. at Childhood
Education Center. Ann
Haney, teacher of
primary learning
disabilities at
Southwest, will speak
on "Recognizing Learning Readiness."
Delta Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will meet at 79.m. at
the club house.

• ••

DEAR ABBY- The question has arisen in some of our
singles' coffee "get-togethers," who should pay for the baby
sitter? I am a single guy dating a divorcee with two children
When I ask her out, should I pay the sitter? Or should she?
V. IN FARMINGTON. N M
DEAR V.: Single women (divorced or widowed)are
usually living on a tight budget,especially with small
children to raise, so I would suggest that you offer to
pay the sitter. If the woman feels that it is either unnecessary or inappropriate, she will object, in which
case you can back off.

CONFIDENTIAL TO E.K. IN UNION CITY, N.J.:
An ounce of prevention is worth six weeks of wondering how to break the news to Mom and Dad.
•• •

Getting married? Whether you want a formal
church wedding or a simple,"do-your-own-thing"
ceremony, get Abby's new booklet. Send $1 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped (37 cents) envelope to:
Abby's Wedding Booklet, 12060 Hawthorne Blvd.,
Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.

Waste Mone

research has not yet pie are especially
found a cure for this vulnerable to proailment,creating plen- moters who promise
ty of potential the impossible.
customers among the . Some arthritis suf31 million Americans ferers who buy and use
suffering from ar- quack remedies are
thritis.
merely wasting
Although there are money, but for others
many proven the consequences are
treatments for reduc- more serious.Patients
ing the pain and in- using unproven
flamation of arthritis, remedies usually
most people do not delay or turn away
know what they are or from proven, medicalhow to seek them out. ly prescribed
When pain becomes a therapies. The
daily fact of life, peo- average arthritis suf-

ferer waits four years
from the onset of
symptoms before
seeking proper
medical care.
Not enough arthritis
patients are adequately informed about
their disease. They
mistakenly think they
can treat i t
themselves, and they
are encouraged by
those who supply selfremedies.
Promotion of
anusual, bizarre and
sometimes dangerous
items for relief of arthritis is not new.In ancient times, quacks
stewed their arthritis
Mothers Morning patients. in a brew
Out will be from 9 a.m. concocted by boiling
to noon at Good whole wolves in oil. In
Shepherd United this century, sufferers
Methodist Church. For have been lured by
Information call 492- many bewildering
items, from simple
8808.
copper bracelets, to
Murray Women of complex vibrators and
the Moose will meet at electrical devices.
Today's quick cures
8 p.m. at the lodge
are more sophhall.
isticated, promoting
Xi Alpha Delta fad diets and
Chapter of Beta Sigma exotic drugs.
Phi will meet at 7:30 However, the Arthritis
Foundation emp.m. at Ellis Center.
phasizes that no food
Garden Department or vitamin has been
of Murray Woman's shown to affect arClub will have an open thritis, either as a cure
meeting at 1 p.m. at or cause. As for drugs
touted to bring relief,
the club house.
some like DMSO are
Senior Citizens unproven regarding
Centers will be open as arthritis and others
follows: Hazel and can have dangerous
Douglas from 10 a.m. side effects.
Why then have
to 2 p. m.; Ellis from
millions of people tried
10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
unproven remedies
Mothers Day Out and hailed them as
will be at 9 a.m. at miracles? Unfortunately, the
First Baptist Church.

Community Events
Tuesday, Nov.3
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly)
Club will meet at 7
p.m. at Health Center.

DEAR MOTHER: The choice of the ushers is up to
the bridegroom. And if you want no hard feelings
with your daughter, you will voice no objections to
her fiance's choice of ushers.

Wednesday,Nov.4
Murray-Calloway
County Ministerial
Association will meet
at 8 a.m. in cafeteria of
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Gloria Shull will be
speaker.
Thursday,Nov.5
Calloway-Marshall
Counties Chapter of
American Diabetes
Association will meet
at 7 p.m. in third floor
education unit,
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Flint Baptist Church
Mission Groups have a
7 p.m. meeting at the
church.
Baptist Women and
Baptist Young Women
of Cherry Corner Baptist ChurCh have
scheduled a 7 p.m.
meeting at the church.

Dehas
Have Meet

The Delta Department of the Murray
Wednesday,Nov.4
Woman's Club had its
Overeaters October meeting at the
meet
Anonymous will
club house.
at 1 2:30 p.m. in
Lochie Hart, proclassroom two at gram chairman inMurray-Calloway
troduced the speaker,
County Hospital.
Bennie Purcell, tennis
Returning Students coach at Murray State
United will meet at University, who spoke
7:45 a.m. in Room 101 about"Special OlymOrdway Hall, Murray pics."
In the question and
State University. For
information call 762- answering session,
Purcell was asked
6851.
about his son, Mel
Make Today Count, Purcell,on a world tena support group to help nis tour. Mel is 25th in
the patient and his or the world's tennis
her family cope with ranks. Bennie Putcell
life-threatening il- was an outstanding
lnesses, will be from basketball player,
1:30' to 2:30 p.m. in when a student at Murthird floor classroom, ray State.
Murray -Calloway' Virginia Strohecker,
vice chairman, cnr.County.HagpitaL
ducted the meeting
Hazel and Douglas' Roberta Whitnah,
Centers will be open chaplain gave the
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. devotions.
Hostesses were
for activities by the
Senior Citizens with Mayrelle Clark, Dr.
lunch at Hazel at 11:45 Ruth Cole, Clara
a.m. and at Douglas at Eagle, Gels Ellfs, and
Sue Fairless
noon

disease itself can
sometimes give
credence to quack
claims. Arthritis.
comes and goes unpredictably, often
disappearing for
weeks at a time. Someone experiencing a
remission when trying
a new product or procedure may think the
new remedy is responsible for the relief.
Another reason may
be a phenomenon called the placebo effect.
Many patients feel better soon after beginning a new treatment
simply because they
want to feel better. But
the improvement is
temporary and does
not change their
medical condition.
The best defense
against quackery is
knowledge about the
disease and willingness to investigate
before buying. The Arthritis Foundation offers these tilis to help
spot an arthritis quack
or health huckster. Be
suspicious of anyone:
— offering formulas
and devices which are
special or secret.
— promising or implying a quick, easy
cure and miraculous
physical improvement.
— advertising with
case histories and
testimonials from
satisfied customers,
and not documenting__
claims from valid
scientific test results.
claining the
government and the
medical community
are deliberately not

Births Reported
CARLISLE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Carlisle of Amo are the
parents of a son,
Christopher Jordan,
weighing eight pounds
seven ounces, measuring 2Pi inches, born
an Thursday, Oct. 21.
at 1 47 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is
employed at Cain's
AMC Jeep. The
mother, the former
Sherry Pierce, is on
leave from Tarlands
Travel Agency.
Grandparents are
the Rev. and Mrs. Pete
Carlisle of Dawson
Spring., and Frances
Pierce and the late
Freelon Pierce of Rt.
1, Kirksey. A great
grandfather is Joe
Lawrence of Guthrie.

Michelle, 11, and
Amberty Dunn. 3 The
father is employed at
Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet The mother
is the former Margie
Ann Downey
Grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. Cotheld
Vance and Mr and
Mrs Buford Downey,
all of Murray A great
grandmother is Naomi
Downey of Murray

BURKEEN GIRL
Danny Burkeen of
Murray and
Charolette Burteen of
Gilbertsville announce
the birth of a daughter,
Tracie Ann, weighing
eight pounds 13

VANCE GIRL
Emily Ann is the
name chosen by Mr.
and Mrs. William A.
Vance, North 13th
Street, for their
daughter, weighing
eight pounds nine
ounces, measuring
204 inches, born Sunday, Oct. 18, at 4:32
p.m. at Murray Calloway County
Hospital.
'They have two other
daughters, Kimberly

Cures
recognizing the
discovery.
— claiming that
surgery, drugs or
other traditional
treatments prescribed
by a physician are unnecessary.
Someone with symptoms of arthritis
should contact a
rheumatologist to
learn if special treatment is required. The
rheumatologist can
establish a routine of
joint protection and
self-care that may prevent a system from
worsening. People who
abandon or delay
proper medical
treatments on the
strength of unsubstantiated claims and
unreliable testimonials are taking a
dangerous risk.

A Professional 8x 10
Color Portrait only 884
All ages welcome twaes adults, and farnsi•es'
Choose from our selection of scenic and cola back
grounds Well select poses. and additional portraits
will be avalianie with no oblrgetron Settsfac loon at
Of your money cheerfully refunded

Dailyl 0 a.m. to 8 p.m.

10.1114MIT
Bel Air Center
Murray, Ky.
Mc per $ilting No charge to( additional group sub
?acts One special pet' person Backgrounds may oc
casionally change Remember chudren must be ac
combanied by a parent

0011E
1S
CLEANERS
SAVE MONEY
ON FALL AND BACK-TO-SCHOOL CLEANING
Cowper.

Coupon

Sweaters

Shirts

$ 29

topedered
Feided or Om Gown

Cashmere 11, Sager. Ixeledeil

Southern Optical would like
to make the world
look better to you.
You can be confident in eyewear from Southern
Optical betause we won't take shortcuts when
it comes to your eyes. In faot, we take extra
steps in grinding, polishing and testing your
lenses to convert your prescription into the
most comfortably fitting, accurate eyewear
available anywhere. And that could make a lot
of things look better to you.
For a free copy of our booklet. "Extra steps
to excellence," stop by 641 No. Olympic Plaza
ort.all 753-0422.

6..0..•
eu7k e I NiIS() itkat
taunt you to shine

ounces, born on
Wednesday. Ort It. at
1.31 am at Murray.
Calloway County
Hospdal
The baby girl has
two sisters. Cherie
Mane and Selina Lee.
and a brother. Billy
Lloyd
Grandparents are
Loyd and Lilly Jones
of Gilbertsville and
Shirley Burkeen
Gaz.:II of Detroit.
Mich
Greatgrandparents are
Beluah Esmond of Van
Buren, Mo , Melba
Burkeen of Murray.
and Milburn and Irene
Hill of Warren. Mich
A great -greatgrandmother is Mattie
Burkeen of Almo

49'

se WO 11110 Campus
I.

U.lib Mb Gowen
how,Caws lbw Von bins Onnoins

hums caws Mr Ise Fee Osarm
Good lloomilin. 28

'Seed lleo Now. 21

I.

1

Cesspool

Pants &
Slacks"
mows Ojr Ladles

Coupes

20%

Off

Draperies

11 39
lb Unlit it Gapes
Primo Caws Ube vas Obi Osumi.

lb Um* VIM Csi .
twArni Caws Ono yen
is Onalus

Good Tbom Noy. 211

deed lbw Nev. 21

ME
Letundry
Cleaners
13th & Main
& Poplar

753-2552

North 12th
603 Main
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HOMES FOR AMERICANS

Committee Warns Against Legislation
WASHINGTON —
Legislation to greatly
expand the lending
and service powers of
thrift institutions could
further reduce the
availability of affordable mortage
money and dismantle
a finance system that
helped turn America
into a nation of home
owners, the Senate
Banking Committee
was warned.
This, in effect, would
be like driving the
final nail in the coffin
of homeownership for
millions of Americans
just now entering the
housing market, said
James Shimberg, a
home builder from
Tampa, Fla., and
chairman of the National Association of
Home Builder's Mortgage Finance Committee.
The so-called Pratt
Bill, named after the
chairman of the
Federal Home Loan
Bank Board, would,
among other provi-

its traditional source
of mortgage money.

sions, allow thrifts to
use 100 percent of their
assets for corporate,
business or farm
loans, and investments
in commercial paper,
corporate securities
and consumer loans.
Such banking activity
by thrift institutions is
limited under current
regulations to 20 percent of assets.

those areas. S&Ls'
area of greatest expertise, he said, continues
Among significant to be real estate lenchanges already ding.
underway, he said, are
the eventual phase-out
The housing inof Regulation Q; the dustry recognizes the
expansion of lending need for adjustment to
investment and ser- new realities in the
vice powers for financial system,
thrifts; the opening of Shimberg said, and
the Federal Reserve would support "any
Board's discount win- new system which
Shimberg said any dow to troubled would lead to a more
legislation that speeds thrifts; a Federal efficient, equitable,
up deregulation of the Home Loan Mortgage adequate and stable
thrift industry or that Corporation program flow of mortgage
tampers with tradi- providing $10 to $20 credit."
tional sources of mor- billion in increased liIf drastic changes in
tgage credit "must be quidity to the thrifts in the thrift institutions
evaluated in light of 1982, and tax-exempt are necessary to
the record demand for
All Savers certificates. preserve their finanhousing and current
Siding with recent cial integrity, then
low levels of housing
statements by Federal Congress has an
production."
Reserve Board Vice obligation to seek out
Shimberg urged the Chairman Frederick other sources of morCongress to "wait and Schultz,Shimberg said tgage credit,
see" if recent actions the expansion of thrifts Shimberg added.
to strengthen the thrift into consumer or com- "Pension and profitindustry would work mercial loans could sharing funds are the
before restructuring
actually endanger largest single source
the thrift industry in a
their financial stabili- of long-term money in
way that could virtualty because of their the country today, and
ly cut housing off from
lack of expertise in are perfectly suited to
invest in residential
mortgages. They don't
borrow short and lend
long. Their earnings
are tax free. In exchange for this tax
preference, Congress
might consider legislation requiring pension
and profit sharing
funds to invest a small
an optional Snapperizer attached to your
portion of their assets
-high vacuum- power SNAPPER, you can shred
in residential mortgages."
• leaves so fine you can go over four times as far
without emptying the bag. The shredded leaves
A massive infusion
of. new mortgage
can be used for mulch or cOmpost. The finely
money will be needed
shredded material can also be spread over your
meet record deto
lawn You'll hardy see it. Built-in quality features
mand for housing in
on every STJAPPER mower includes full-length
the 1980s, Shimberg
sOlid steel axles, large rear wheels and easy
warned. He estimated
cutting height adjustment.
that 41 million
Americans will reach
SNAPPER mowers are worth more bethe prime home buycause they do more and their price is
ing age of 30 during
competitive with other quality
this decade, compared
mowers.
to about 31 million who
reached that age during the 1970s.

FALL LEAVES ARE NO CHALLENGE
FOR SNAPPER MOWERS.
TFIEYCAN VACUUM, SHRED AND
BAG IN ONE EASY TRIP.
With

Against a 25 percent
increase in household
formation rates in the
1980s over the record
household formations
of the 1970s, new housing production, he
said, is down to its
slowest pace since
World War II and is
likely to total only 1.06
million units this year.
Mortgage. money is

00"a S0a0cier,zer

SNAP
PER.
MowersZ-titttl
iM
Take
Adavontage
of Special Fall
Clearance Price.

availdble, Shimberg
said, and what is being
offered is at record
rates. Mortgage rates
were higher than Itt
percent in mid October,be said.
Shimberg said that
today's high cost of
mortgage financing
had created an affordability problem
for millions of young
Americans aspiring to
the dream of
homeownership. At
164.2 percent interest,
fewer than 20 percent
of the nation's
households have the
$40,000 income needed
to qualify for monthly
payments of $831 on a
modest $60,000 mortgage. First-time
buyers, he said, are
virtually locked out of
today's housing
market.

.5LCOND FLOOR
PLAN
7545
—TIL.
FAMILY RAI
15:15'
walls a•

Depressed housing
production has
already had a major
impact on unemployment, is spreading into
other sectors of the
economy,and will lead
to another two
quarters of negative
GNP growth,
Shimberg said.

,,
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FIRST OOR PLAN
WHILE THIS TWO-BEDROOM HOME IS DESIGNE
FOR complete family living on one floor, the owner can at D
a
later date finish the upstairs and add three more bedrooms
and a bath. A feature of the home is the family room, with its
beamed ceiling and fireplace. Plan HA1127Y has 1,452
square feet on the first floor and 735 on the second. For more
information write — enclosing a stamped, self-addressed
envelope — to architects York & Schenke, 226 Seventh St.,
Garden City, N.Y. 11530.

ON THE

HOUSE
By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Could one of the answers to
the high cost of buying a house
be to build it yourself?
Not necessarily building it every step of the way. Not even
as much as 50 percent of it. But
some of it, because the more
perspiration the owner-builder
puts into the project, the more
money he will save. Even assuming that no actual physical
work is performed, a considerable cost reduction can be
achieved by taking over the
planning, management and control of the construction.
At least one authority feels
that building a house — in this
case, actually contributing
"sweat equity" — is not a task
limited to a privileged caste of
talented craftspeople. Jack
McLaughlin says in his book,
"The Housebuilding Experience," that those who build
their own houses are "for the
most part, quite ordinary citi-

Murray Home & Auto
.;hestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

co

/Age V
•

••

zens from all occupations, from
all economic classes, with the
same diversity of interests and
backgrounds found in any
cross-section of the population."
A teacher at Clemson University in South Carolina, Mc
Laughlin not only built his own
house from foundation to rooftop, he interviewed hundreds of
owner-builders from every section of the country about their
experiences. Out of his accumulated knowledge came a term
to describe this kind of behavior. He calls it "terpitecture,"
a word derived from the IndoEuropean root, "terp," meaning to "please oneself," since
the muse Terpsichore danced
for sheer delight, and the
Greek "tektonikos," meaning
"a good builder." Thus, a terpitect builds his or her own shelter for pleasure.
Is it really practical to
"build" your own house? For
most people, probably no. But
if you get the notion to do so
and think you have enough skill
and stick-to-it-iveness to attempt it, listen to this advice
from McLaughlin:
"Don't build houses that are
too complex. An owner-builder's design objective might well
be to weigh the value of in-

creased space and complexity
of building systems against
what can realistically be completed in a reasonable amount
of time and at a comfortable
cost. Follow the Optimum Value Engineering System developed by the National Association of Home Builders' Research Foundation in cooperation with the U. S. Department
of Housing and Urban Development, a system that says to design a rectangular house, if at
all possible. This shape provides for the most economical
use of floor and wall areas,
limits the plan to four straight
walls and simple roof structures, and still allows design
flexibility."
And this warning:
"Most owner-builders' houses
cost much more than they are
aware of — partly because of
poor recordkeeping and partly
because of unrecognized hidden
costs."
(Home handymen or women
will find much valuable information in Andy Lang's handbook, "Practical Home Repairs," which can be obtained
by sending $1.50 to this newspaper at Box 5, Teaneck, N. J.
07666.)

Smoke Detectors Required

1111
,
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EVANSVILLE, Ind.
(AP) — Homes for
sale and buildings
undergoing
remodeling would be
required to have
smoke detectors under
a proposal by city Fire
Chief John Behme.
Behme said the
move was prompted
by a series of fatal

44t*
4°4fr

fires in Vanderburgh
County which claimed
the lives of four people
in October alone.
One proposal would
require all homes
listed for sale to have
at least one smoke
alarm per floor.
Behme said real estate
agents could help enforce the ordinance by

more water and pressure
Big Micro
Super Deluxe
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McLeod Carpet
sok6
$99S4p. Yd

°OP Acrsic Lot.
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WATER SYSTEMS

Modern living demands more water at higher pressures New
water using appliances
Dishwashers
Automatic Washers
Lawn Sprinkling equipment
make lite easier and more
eteoyeble
bet to operate property they require modern
efficient water systems STA RITE
water systems provide al/ the water
you need
when and where you
need it For 'Worry free hying
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Caulk $129
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Carrico's
Sole Prices Nov. 2
Thru Nov. 7,

Paint & Floor
Covering

1210 W.Mein Murray
753-3080

When Better Saws Are Built
The Will Be Called Poulan
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*Supply
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208 Ma"
753-3361
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suggesting the addition of the detector just
as they might suggest
painting a house to increase its value.
A second ordinance
would require anyone
obtaining a building
permit to install a
smoke alarm on each
floor of a building.
Behme said the second ordinance would
be easy to enforce.
"This would require no
additional funds for inspections," the, fire
chief said. "The
building inspectors
could check for smoke
detectors when they
make their normal
inspections."
The city safety
board is expected to
consider the ordinances when Behme
presents theni.,
Three members of a
family were killed in a
fire at their apartment
early in October.
Just a week later, an
off-duty city fireman
was killed when a fire
swept through his
home. Firefighters
found the man's body
in a corner, where they
speculate he wandered
after losing his way in
the.thick smoke cansthebIkze.
Experts agree that
most deaths in fires
are actually caused by
smoke, which can
quickly fill a room. Occupants are often overcome by smoke and
unable to escape the
blaze.
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Montgomery White Rites
Rites Today Wednesday
Services for Ralph
White will be at 1 p.m.
Wednesday in Alm
Church of Christ with
Norman VanCotda- Officiating. Burial will
in the Martin's
Chapel Cemetery with
the arrangements by
the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, where
friends may call until
the figteral bow.
White, 66, of Dixon,
formerly of Murray,
died Sunday at
Regional Medical
Center, Madisonville.
He was a retired electrician for the Tennessee Valley Authority. He Was a member
of Walnut Grove
Church of Christ in
Webster County, of
Webster County
Historical Society, and
Electricians Local
Union 640.
Born May 16,1916,
he was the son of the
late Robert Burton
White and Myrtle
Davis White. He was
an Army veteran of
World War H.
Survivors are his
widow, Gladys Linn
White; a daughter,
Gloria Vick, and two
grandchildren, Lisa
Services for Mrs. and Jeremy Vick, San
John (Josephine Antonio, Texas; two
McKinney) Clements, sisters, Louise Bynum,
69, Rt. 3, Murray, will Murray, and Lessie
be at 2 p.m. Thursday Brimhall, Akron,Ohio.
in tht chapel of Max
Churchill Funeral
/come with the Rev.
Lloyd Underhill officiating. Music will be
Services for Mrs.
by Eric and Treva
(Jo) McClain,
Richard
Kelleher and Doug
mother
of Keith McHolt.
Burial will follow in Clain of Murray, were
Brooks Chapel to be conducted today
in Anna,M.
Cemetery.
McClain, 49, died
The Calloway
morning in AnSunday
woman died Monday
M.
na,
at 6:40 p.m. at
Survivors include
Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. Born her husband; her son;
Dec. 11, 1912, she was her daughter, Carol
the daughter of Maude McClain, Dallas, Tex.;
Unger McKinney, her parents, Mr. and
Granite City, Ill., who Mrs. Morton
survives, and the late Brash ears,
Charles Elliott McKin- Hopkinsville; her inn e y . She was a laws, Mr. and Mrs.
member of Bethel Frank McClain,
Chapel Pentecostal Paducah, and four
Church and was a brothers.
veteran of World War

Services for Erin
Montgomery, 88, 1619
Miller Avenue, were at
1 today in the chapel of
J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with
the Rev. Walter E.
Mischke, Jr., officiating and Ann
Doran as soloist.
Pallbearers were
Jack Wilcox, Earl
Douglas, John Trotter,
Joe Montgomery, Tom
Montgomery, and A.
0. Wilson. Burial was
in the New Concord
Cemetery.
'
The Murray Woman
died Monday at
Westview Nursing
Home. She was a
member of First
United Methodist
Church and had been
active in the New Concord Homemakers
Club and the Calloway
County Genealogical
Spciety.
She is survived by
five brothers, Locke,
Frank, Paul, Bob, and
Charles Montgomery.

•

Clements
Services
Thursday

McClain
Rites Today

Survivors include
her husband; her
mother; a daughter,
Shirley Morris, Rt. 1,
Almo; five grandchildren, Mrs. James
W. (Robbie) Burkeen,
Mrs. Don (Diane)
Boren, Dexter, Jimmy
Morris, Murray, and
Terry and Michael
Morris, Rt. 1, Almo;
three greatgrandchildren, Lance
Burkeen, Lodonna
Boren, and Ashley
Morris.
Also surviving are
five sisters, Marie
Johnson,_ Louella
Moore, and Margaret
Copeland, Granite City, Ill., Pat 1Csiazek,
Collinsville, Ill., and
Nellie Holt, Rt. 1, Dexter; three brothers,
the Rev. William
McKinney, Paducah,
Raymond McKinney,
Rt. 3, Murray, and
Ralph McKinney,
Florida.
She was preceded in
death by a sister, Alice
King.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after
4 p.m. today.

MSU HOMECOMING — Several activities highlighted Homecoming weekend at Murray State
University.(Top left photo, clockwise) At an alumni smorgasbord Saturday,(from left) Evelyn
Hurley,Sturgis, Class of '35; Irma Wright and husband Hue! Wright, a 1932 graduate, Dukedom,
Tenn.; and R. C. Stewart,San Antonio,Texas, were served by Butch Seyer, of MSU food services.
Miss Kentucky Sheri Copeland, Rt. 8, Benton, a freshman at Murray State, was a participant in
the Homecoming Golf Tournament Friday. She played with the foursome that made the highest
bid for her company. The foursome was Thelma Eckerd, Al Jones, Tommy Fike and Jimmy
Boone. Racer golf coach Buddy Hewitt also is shown.Parade grand marshal Dixie Moore McKery
zie, Washington, D. C., was the first Homecoming queen in 1935. Several former Homecoming
queens and 1981 queen Debra Lewellyn were recognized at halftime of the Murray State-Eastern
Kentucky football game.They also took part in a queens' reception at Oakhurst after the game.
• MSU Photos by Barry Johnson
i'44f '

State Of Emergency
Remains At Prison

MAKE CHRISTMAS EVEN MORE
COLORFUL WITH A TRS430

GRATERFORD,
Pa. (AP) — Pennsylvania's biggest
prison remained in a
state of emergency today as guards
prepared a cell-by-cell
search to find out how
a gang of piisoners got
the four guns they used
to terrify hostages for
six days.
The standoff ended
Monday night when
the seven inmate captors released the six
remaining hostages

from the kitchen of the guns," Stone said.
State Correctional InGov. Dick Thornstitution after firing burgh announced later
their guns to empty in Harrisburg that he
them of ammunition.
would form a commisThe hostages were sion to study the
unharmed and of- hostage-taking, which
ficials agreed to the in- followed an
mates demand that unsuccessful escape
they be transferred attempt by a group of
from the maximum- prisoners. He said the
security state prison to commission will help
an undisclosed federal insure that action is
prison.
taken on tougher jail
Chuck Stone, a sentences, more cells,
Philadelphia and other "lessons".
newspaper columnist drawn from the siege.
called in by the
The governor also
governor's office to blamed Community
negotiate the release, Legal Services for putsaid the burst of gun- ting the suspected inwhich will appear on fire "sounded like mate ringleader,
the ballot in Tuesday's cannons."
Joseph "Jo Jo"
general election,
"Then they czune out Bowen, 35, of
ewould allow gover- with their hands up. Philadelphia, back in
nors and other con- The hostages came the prison's general
stitutional officers to first carrying the population in 1975.
seek censeeutivelour._ __.*******_***.*******************
year terms.
For All your Travel

• Attaches to Any
TV (not incl.)
• Fully Expandable
• High-Resolution
Color Graphics
Capability
• Uses Handy
Instant-Load
Program Paks
• Beginner's Manual
• Exciting Sound
Effects
• Other Models
Low As $399

Coal Association
Endorses Succession

LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The Kentucky
Coal Association's executive committee
Friday endorsed
passage of the succession amendment tothe
state constitution.
Association BOard
Chairman Harry
LaViers Jr. said committee members were
expressing "their
belief that the people
of Kentucky should
have the right to vote
for their elected
officials."
The amendment,

Reservations Coll

County sheriffs 1r:
would be allowed to *
seek an unlimited
number of terms.

What do you give
someone who has
everything? Our deluxe
TRS-80 Color Computer. Play exciting
plug-in games or write
your own graphics
programs and create
your own fun

16( Color Computer
With Extended

Radio ihaek

Marjorie and Bill Major
753-0880

A DIVISION OF TANDY.00RPORATION

SEE MAT YOUR NEAREST
RADIO SHACK STORE,
COMPUTER CENTER
PARTICIPATING
DEALER
OR

PRICES MAY VARY Al 16101VIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

Gov. John Y. Brown *
Jr.is the amendment's
representing
most noted backer and *
has likened Tuesday's
American and International Traveltime
a referendum 4,
vote
on
histo
administration.
e****************************
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Freezer Now!
Refore Price
Go Up

V
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Then you must NOT be CHECKING with HOME FEDERAL!

averts, Posed Pere

Ground Beef Potties
Our CHECKING ACCOUNT is the Best in town because it offers you —
1 4% interest paid monthly
1. 5/

Frosty Acres Baby

Limos

2. No monthly service ch'arge
3. No minimum balance requirement

Copier on
the blink?

Cream Style Corn

Minimunt

13.659%

Is N.$650

Owe Case of 12

225 Lb. To 325 Lb.
Sides of Choice Beef

WHY WAIT ANY LONGER?
Do It Now!Check with us today!

MONEY-MARKET CERT1FICATE"°'

alit filfCfrIf TWOU VOW ITN fleatal
aFGAPLATION 0101111fT3 OOPOYMOOK
5111A4MALMO, MIMEO I LIMIT NOW
Pawn tea
WTIOI •It PUS
(Irmo mi

Gawantseil haw •
Cliaispe Iar WOW,1111espies
Shoed.

• Better sae he new —very
foist:tie—a 0 0,ce 990
plam paper COp.ef

29

The 990 hits aeitmo'
%ranted fa/61401PS Of Machmes COShog 5044,
110111.

-mcluchng tte versaphty
' to make-S=s Tr-et•Sepir copy both vides and us*
most any k.rid of paper in•
chiding overhead trans
perenc.es and libels

Can us today

srAIM
116 NORTH 7Th
AlAff:te.
247
:
19..12

699

Frosty Acres

It's that simple and that.good!

Six-Month

nob.$

Wholesalelg_Retail Meat —
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATIbN

GIBSON HAM CO.

1201 Main. Murray, Ky.
759-1630
.,ontt Office 1601 Broadway.
Paducah, Kentucky
Phone 442-9171

'07 Of 14 St

P•ourip 751 1601
NOUNS;700 S 00 Mos Fri

C. Ikceet

Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In

.
t

-

Feed

Stamps
Murray "
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Remember Somerville? He's Still Punching
Covering
1
All Fields
Remember Ed Somerville? The heavy
weight boxer who's training in Murray and
fights on the Tennessee state Golden Gloves
team?
Well, his Volunteer teammates combined to
win 10 of 11 fights over the state team from
Florida and earned a trip to Minnesota Nov.
18 where the team will fight again to decide
who makes a trip to the national competition
in Iowa later this year.
Somerville did his part by gaining a decision over his opponent in a bout that will be
televised in January by ESPN.
Somerville will be fighting before the Nov.
18 date when he travels to the Huntingdon
1Tenn.) Civic Center for a bout with Amos
Topps, a multiple winner of the West Tennessee Golden Gloves title. The fight will be
at 7:30 p.m. Saturday and will feature fighters
from Ft. Campbell, Jackson, Tenn., Covington'and Dyersburg.

40-49 age bracket (53:48). •
In the half-marathon, 9-year-old Bayberry
Lanning won the 17-and-under women's division in 2:02.53. Ron Wuest peaked in the men's
40-49 age division in 84:19.
Other Murrayans among the 30 who competed in the field of 200 runners, brought home
trophies including Ann Henry, third in
women's 10-K 40-49 age bracket; Charlotte
Beahan, fifth in the 10-K 30-39 age group; and
Adam Lanning, father of Bayberry, finished
fourth in the men's 50-and-over catagory in
the half-marathon.

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor

Nobody's positive who the Calloway County
Lakers will host in the regional football
playoffs Nov. 13,but the tickets are already
going like hotcakes.
The ducats are on sale at CCHS, CC Middle
School, and three elementary schools Southwest, North and East. Any ticket bought
at the gate will cost $4, but advance student
tickets will only cost $2 and advance adult
tickets will be $3. Reserve seats can be purchased for $4.
The most likely candidate for the Lakers'
opposition will be Franklin-Simpson, ranked
No. 4 in the state, who must defeat Barren
County this Friday night to be eligible for the
post-season playoffs. According to CCHS
athletic director Chic Nute, only state
coaches' passes will be honored at the gate.
Kickoff is at 7:30 p.m.

years and "no amount of money or love"
could ever convince him to part with them.
Hester and his son Douglas, sophomore at
Calloway County High School, spend approximately two hours a day working with their
team and Saturday night the $300 in prize
money and three trophies they brought home
were a good indication of their efforts. About
47 teams from across the south competed
Saturday for the top prizes.
Dan and Red are about 20-25 years old and
Hester has been asked about their retirement.
So long as they're strong and healthy he'll
keep pulling them, but no matter what they'll
have a home with him forever, Hester says.
Now there's a real pony lover for ya.

Ever hear of Paul Hester? You probably
would remember the name quite well if you're
a select member of the pony pull society
across Kentucky.
Hester and his pony team of Dan and Red,
bought in 1966 for about $50, recently hauled
off the championship of the lightweight division and the high-point troithy for the year in
Saturday's pony pull at the Murray State Expo Center.
Hester, from Kirksey, says his ponies have
more than paid for themselves in the past 15

"I would like to see the basketball season
.start January 1. As things now stand, college
players are forced to miss the biggest part of
two holidays (Thanksgiving and Christmas)
and part of their semester break. I don't think
fan interest begins until after football is completely over and the Christmas break is completed," said Ron Greene, Murray State head
coach.
Greene gets no "Bah, humbug" from this
writer.

The Murray Marathoners, in conjunction
with the Murray State Recreation Club and
TVA's Land Between the Lakes, sponsored
road races recently on a hilly course around
Land Between the Lakes and five first-place
trophies came home with Murrayans.
Brian Rutter set a new 10-kilometer course
record, with a 32:53 while Laurie Curra won
the 18-29 women's age division (54:51) and
Pam Cartwright placed first in the women's

Basketball's just around the corner and
already the coaches and the NCAA are warming up the media for the season ahead.
The official college basketball press kit for
1982 arrived in the mail yesterday and among
the notable quotes was this one from a fellow
a few Murrayans might recognize:

PONY PULLERS — Paul Hester (right)
and son Douglas hold three trophies earned in
Saturday's Pony Pulling at Murray State's
Expo Center.

Only Yeager Shows For MVP Ceremonies

DUCK! — Ed Somerville, training in Murray, won his latest match and now faces Amos
Topps in a bout Saturday in Huntingdon,
Tenn.
—Staff photo by Jim Rector

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special
Correspondent
Three talented
Dodgers. See how they
run. See how they hit.
See how they fly. See
how they don't fly. As
a result, only one of the
three who were named
to share the Series
MVP award showed up
to claim the prize.
Third baseman Ron
"The Penguin" C,ey
stayed home. Does
him to
didn't want
take chances with the
head that caught one
of Goose Gossage's 94mph scorchers on the
helmet in Game 5.
Outfielder Pedro
Guerrero flew all the
way to his home in the
Dominican Republic
where he became involved in an autombile
accident that
prevented a continuing
flight to New York.

NINO. 11110,
7-1 $700 100 Lb. tag
$725 looLb Beg

Shelled Corn
$650 100th. Bog
Smiley Says
"Keep'em Smilin & Growin
With Purina Feed And

Buchanan Feed"

So, veteran catcher
Steve Yeager was left
to accept the honors,
not for just himself but
also his teammates, at
Sport Magazine's annual presentation
ceremonies at the
Waldorf Astoria Hotel.
All three got wrist
watches as well as
handsome gold
trophies —
symbolizing the top
performances of the
1981 World Series in
which the Dodgers
upset the New York
Yankees, four games
to two.
The prize until recent years used to be
expensive sport cars.
Such would have been
economically
unfeasible this year
when the MVP vote of
writers resulted in a
first-time triple tie.
So we're left with
one Dodger, Yeager.
Hear how he talks.
First of all, he said
he owes his share of
the MVP award to a
bunch of Yankees —
Ron Guidry, Tommy
John, Rudy May, Dave
LaRoche and Dave
Righetti.
"Thank God, the
Yankees had a lot of
left-handers," said the
32-year-old receiver,
aware that had it not
been for that fact, he
probably would not
have been in the
lineup.
During the season,
Yeager appeared in
only 42 games,going to
bat only 86 times,

knocking in only seven
runs and finishing with
a batting average of
.209. He was a rarely
used stand-in for the
younger Mike
Scioscia.

Lasorda's decision to
go with percentages.
Yeager batted .286,
got the game-winning
RBI in two games including a home run,
and a game-tying hit in
another. His overall
average for World
Series play is .298 with
four home runs and 10
RBI.

Scioscia, 10 years
younger almost to the
day, hit .276 during the
season, batting lefthanded. Yeager hits
Yeager, a loose,
from the right side,
thus Manager Tom friendly man with hair

DENVER (AP) — A
2
/
19-3 lead with 81
minutes remaining
ought to be safe, and
the Denver Broncos
apparently thought so,
too.
But they hadn't
taken into account the
Minnesota Vikings'
two-minute ,offense,
which produced two
quick touchdowns in
the closing minutes
and nearly a winning
field goal. But when
Rick Danmeier's long
field-goal try fell short
on the final play, the
Broncos escaped with
a 19-17 National Football League victory
Monday night.
"You have to wind
up and hit it just right,
and I just didn't kick it
far enough," said
Danmeier.
Danmeier's chance
for a winning boot was

made possible by an
ill-advised decision by
Denver Coach Dan
Reeves, who ordered
his team to go for a
first down on fourthand-one at the Bronco
40 with three minutes
remaining.
"I may have done
some stupider things
in my life, but I must
have been real little
when I did them," said
Reeves. "Thank God it
didn't cost us the
game."
Minutes earlier, the
Vikings, using a hurryup, no-huddle offense,
had scored to draw
within 19-10.
Reeves' decision
backfired as fullback
Larry Canada was
stopped for no gain by
defensive end Randy
Holloway. Two plays
later, the Vikings
made it 19-17 on Tony

LUNCH FOR
$1.59?
Mini Pizza and A Coke

Loose Bag Salt SO Lb. $2.25
White Bks-$3.45
Sulpher Bks.-$3.85 Meat Salt 50 Lb. $3.50
Sugar Cure PA LI.$3.50
T.M. Bks.-4.00

What a deal for lunch. Our incredible 6" Mini Pizza and a large
Coke for a mere $1.59. Now
that's a deal for lunch you can't
refuse.

CheckOur Bulk Prices

Buchanan Feed
753-5378
We Custom Mix
Rd.Salt Orders
Industrial

PURINA
rilOWS

Murray, Ky.

"Ron showed a lot of
courage, coming back
to play after he was
hit," he said, adding
that Guerrero and the
rest of the Dodgers
displayed character in
struggling from

behind to win all the
post-season series.
Yeager disputed the
contention that the
Dodgers beat a bumbling, inferior Yankee
team, agreeing with
Steve Garvey that the
Los Angeles won the
World Series, that New
York didn't blow it.
"We beat a good
ballclub," he said.
"They were tough to
get out."

Broncos Survive Fourth Quarter
Scare To Escape Vikings' Try

Cattle Specials
36% Purina Cattle
Blocks $350
Salt

hanging down the back
of his neck and peering
at his audience
through tinted spectacles, praised his
missing teammates.

GFilfather's Pizza

Galbreath's second TD
of the quarter.
The Vikings got the
ball one more time
with 2:09 left. With
Tommy Kramer finding the open receiver
repeatedly, they drove
to the Bronco 26. On
third down,Ted Brown
was dumped for a 2yard loss by Denver
cornerback Perry
Smith, and Danmeier
came on for the 46yard field goal effort,
which fell about 5
yards short.
Smith, who started
the game in place of
Louis Wright who had
suffered a strained
calf muscle in pregame warmups, said
he was just trying to
make a solid tackle on
Brown's run. "On
something like that,
you either make it or
miss it. I made it.
"We were surprised
they went into the
hurry-up offense so
early. We couldn't get
set on defense, and
they hurt us."
The first half ended
in a 3-3 tie as
Danmeier and Fred
Steinfort traded field

MSU Scrimmage Set
Murray State's standout guard Lamont
Sleets will be returning for an encore performance in his
hometown Nov. 14
(Saturday) as the
Racers hold an intrasquad scrimmage at
the Eminence (Ky.)
High School Gymnasium.

•••••••••••

Central Shopping Center

Murray

753-0023

goals. Denver went
ahead 6-3 midway
through the third
period when Steinfort,
mired in a season-long
slump,connected from
49 yards out.
After a Minnesota
fumble at the Denver .
6, the Broncos marched 94 yards for the
game's first
touchdown, which
came on Rob Lytle's 5yard run with 10:16
left. Three plays later,
cornerback Aaron
Kyle intercepted, setting up Craig Morton's
15-yard TD pass to
Steve Watson with 8:32
left.
The Vikings then
staged their furious
rally. "We knew our
only chance was to put
the ball in the end zone
quick," said Kramer
of the decision to go to
the two-minute drill so
early. "We were trying to get it close
enough to kick a field
goal at the end, but
Denver has a very fine
defense."
The victory raised
Denver's record to 6-3,
while Minnesota dropped to 5-4.

The 5-10-Junior, who
• earned NABC District
7 All-America honors
last season and is a
two-time All-Ohio
Valley Conference
averaged
3
as a senior

for coacb Jim Willhite
at Erdinence and
scored a career 1,944
points over three
seasons.
"Lamont has made
a great contribution to
the Murray State program and we're excited over-. the opportunity for Larmat
to return home," said
Racer 'coach -R-mu Greene, "We feel Lamont is the best guard
in college basketball
under six-feet tall."
Sleets has scored a
career 974 points in
two seasons with the
Racers.

SGE 9 THE WENN AY.19../ADGER

A Mils.Tuolia•Y• 141"e""
1 11*

Two MoreRacersSidelined

DOWN...Senior tailback Danny Lee Johnson will undergo shoulder
surgery this week and will end his career as a Racer runner despite only
seeing limited action this year.
—Staff photo by Jim Rector

By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Two more Murray
State football players
have hung up their
pads for good this
season, one, a seruor,
ended his career it was
announced today.
Senior tailback Danny Lee Johnson, most
noted for his
sophomore season
when he was named
the Ohio Valley Conference Offensive
Player of the Year,
will undergo surgery
sometime this week to
repair a chipped bone
in his shoulder.
The other Racer,
also a tailback out for
the season is freshman
sensation Marcus
Moss. The first-year
man from Mayfield
suffered a strained
knee against Eastern

Kentucky Saturday
and will be in a cast for
four weeks
Moss, who led the
conference in kickoff
returns and was ranked m the top three
among Division 1-AA
returners in the nation
throughout the season,
will be sidelined for

the last two gimes
against Austin Pea)
State and Western
Kentucky
The freshman
tailback compiled 223
yards rushing on SS
carries and two
touchdowns. He
averaged 21 6 yards on
13 kickoff returns and

boosted the Crimson
Tide from eighth to
seventh with 861 points
and dropped MSU
from seventh to 15th.
North Carolina, a 17-10
victor over Maryland,
jumped from ninth to
eighth with 767 points.
The Tar Heels entertain Clemson in Chapel
Hill on Saturday.
Arizona State, idle
last weekend, moved
up from 10th to ninth
with 658 points, while
Southern Methodist
rose from 13th to 10th
with 626 points after
beating Texas A&M 277. Mississippi State
was the only team to
fall out of the Top Ten.
The Second Ten consists of Nebraska,
Michigan, Miami,
Florida State,
Mississippi State,
W;ashington,
lAlahoma, Ohio State,
Arkansas and
Southern Mississippi.
Last week, it was
Iowa State, Nebraska,
SMU, Washington
State, Michigan, Iowa,
Florida State,
Washington,
Oklahoma and
Arkansas.
Iowa State dropped
out of the Top Twenty
by losing to Kansas
State 10-7, Washington
State was bumped out
by Southern Cal and
Iowa fell out after a 247 loss to Illinois.
Replacing them are
Miami, Ohio State and
Southern Mississippi.
Miami, which was as

high as 13th earlier in
the year, returned
after defeating Penn
State. Ohio State,
which had been as high
as seventh, had been
out of the rankings for
three weeks. But the
Buckeyes made it
back with a 45-33

1.Pttsburgh 491 7441,283
2.Clemson 915401,201
3.Southern Cal 17) 7-141,179
4 Georgia 7-1471.075
5.Texas 6-1-01,007
6 Penn St 6-1-0169
7.Alabama 7-1-1861
8. Ninth Carolina 7-14787
9.Arizona St. 6-1-0658
16S0Methodist 7-145
11.Nebraska 6-2-0626
12.Miclugan 6-2-0654
13 Miami. Fla 5-2-0471
14 Florida St 6-2-0415
15 Mississippi St 6-2-0411
16 Washington 7-1-0306
17 Oklahoma
18 Oluo St_ 6-2-0267
19 Arkansas 6-2-0199
20 So Mississippi 6-0-1153

...AND OUT — Rookie tailback Marcus
Moss will be sidelined for the remainder of the
season with a strained knee.
—Photo by Phil Key

TENNIS
STOCKHOLM,
Sweden (AP) — Fritz
Buehning, the No.10
seed, defeated fellow
American Tim
Wilkison.6-2, 6-3 in the
first round of the
$200,000 Stockholm
Open Indoor Tennis
Championships
Other Americans advancing were 13thseeded Tim Mayotte,

Thru November 14th

Warm-Ups For All

20% Off
Entire Stock
We have more than 1,000 warm ups in stock in
all sizes and colors for both men and women.
Select from such famous name brands...
•Adidas *Winning Ways • Loom Togs *White
Stag *Bonnie Bell *Court Casual *Speedo •Jaguar

Excellent selection of youth warm ups. All colors and
styles, sizes 6 to 18.
over 0
40ylselected

20% Off

including—
Shoes By:
Pony (7 styles)
Nike (13 styles)
Pro Ked (2 styles)
Adidas (6 styles)
Converse (3 styles)
Brooks (8 styles)
'Also Styles by Puma

Shoes
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Styles
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No.11 Bob Luti, Steve
Denton. Nick Saviano,
Matt Doyle and the
Giansnuitva brothers,
Sammy and boy Mayotte beat fellowAmerican Car
:
)
. Leeds
74, 64; I,utz defeated
Russell Simpson of
New Zealand, 6-3, 7-4;
Denton edged AngelGirnenez of Spain. 7-6,
64; Saviano beat Ben
Testernipn(-6, 7-5. 6-1,

PRE-CHRISTMAS SALE

College
Grid Poll
The Top Twenty teams in The
Associated Press college football poll.
with firstplace votes in parentheses.
season's record and total points
Points based on 20-19-18-17-16-15-1413-12-11-10-9-8-74-5-4-3-2-1

triumph over Purdue.
Southern Mississippi, which blanked
North Texas State n-o,
made it for the first
time this season. The
Golden Eagles have a
6.4-1 record, the only
blemish being a 13-13
tie with Alabama.

Poe his three-pear
career stat,s Johnson
Johnson. redshirted earned 2,116 pilots
last year bee a use of an (not counting this
injury, never could season/ and scored 17
break the Nick Nance- toucitiowns
Nick NIMCV nal eta-Marcus Mass duo in
main
the startifit
the starting tailback
Slot until the Middle tadback with either-Tennessee 4!attlr thrre 11111101* Ellor.y
Moreland it r
weeks a g.)
sophomore Terry
In that game the Suggs moving into the
senior from East back w_role
Prairie, Wo., ac
The loss of Stc.1.13 and
cumulated most of his Johnson brings the
106 yards on 23 comes total to seven in MSU
be is credited with this players sidelined for
year.adts a starter most the season
• of his earlier years at
Among those on the
MSU. Jo-hnson's injured•and•out list
slashing running style are Glenn Jones 1 DE ).
made him one of the Todd Surber DE .
most popular runners Mark Simmons 11.8
En recent school Ed Elsie DI4). and
history
George Collins I.B

Sports, Briefly

Pittsburgh Takes Over No.1
The Associated Press
The Pittsburgh Panthers moved into the
No.1 position today in
The Associated Press
college football poll,
the first time in the
poll's 46-year history
that six teams have
held the top spot in a
single season.
Michigan, Notre
Dame, Southern
California, Texas and
Penn State also have
been No.1 this season,
but failed to hold the
lead. The years with
five No.1 teams were
1950, 1958, 1960, 1961,
1962, 1965 and 1977.
Penn State was the
latest No.1 team to
fall, losing 17-14 Saturday to Miami of
Florida. That opened
the door for Pitt, a 2924 winner over Boston
College, to move up
from second place.
The Panthers received
49- of --a- first-place
votes and 1,283 of a
possible 1,300 points
from a nationwide
panel of sports writers
and sporstcasters.
This week's poll is
the 500th, not counting
preseason polls, since
The AP ratings began
in 1936.
Clemson, which
crushed Wake Forest
82-24, moved up from
third place to second
with nine first-place
ballots and 1,201
points. Southern Cal
',rose from fourth to
third with seven firsts
and 1,178 points
following a 41-17 victory over Washington
State that knocked the
Cougars, 14th last
week, out of the Top
Twenty.
Defending national
champ Georgia
trounced Temple 49-3
and climbed from fifth
to fourth with 1,075
points. The Bulldogs
are followed by Texas,
up from sixth to fifth
with 1,007 points after
whipping Texas Tech
26-9. Penn State is
sixth with 869 points.
Alabama's 13-10
triumph over
Mississippi State

caught eight passes for
113 yards

Includes Down Country Ski Vesfs, Fox Fire By White Stag
.11.riatatim.

1203
Chestnut

Holton,Melugin
Haverstock Ins. Agency Inc..
753-34 1 5
206 Main, Murray
ConiinantalInsurance Companies
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THE ACESft'IRA

Loelesa, declarer could have
-Make few explanations
77be character Mat cannot
avoided the trap. After windefend itself is not worth
ning the heart ace, declarer
vindicating' - Frederick
should lead a diamond honor
W. Robertson.
out of his hand. Regardless
of which defender Wins the
South had some explaintrick, this prudent play
ing to do after he botched
assures a diamond ruff in
the play of today's ice-cold
.2,1211a._
dummy as declarer's tenth
- game. He started play with
trick. West wins and leads a
. nine top_ tricks and several
trump, but after surrenderpossibilities to score a tenth
ing another diamond trick
Unfortunately, he missed
and
winning a second trump
the sure bet and the opporeturn, dummy will still
nents got the plus score.
Disc - Broke
have a third trump to ruff
Declarer took his heart
Spacial
declarer's
third
diamond.
ace and led a spade to dumNow Only $49.00
Declarer was lucky
my to lead towards his diacomplete Where?
mond honors. The jack went
WEST
EAST
NORTH
to West's queen and West
•6 4 3
•5
ORQJ
punched back a second •7 4 3 2 •J 1096
K Q5
•A Q 109
•7 6 4 2
trump. Dummy won and •83
•QJ 10 7 6 •
another diamond was led to •8 5 4 2 -.93
the king and West's ace.
SOUTH
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer
Back came a third round of *A
10 9 8 7 2 South. The bidding:
trumps and now it was all •A8
South West North East
ECONOMY TIRE
over. The defenders scored •KJ5
Pass
24
Pass
a heart and three diamonds 4 A K
& SERVICE
44
Pass
Pass
Pass
and declarer was left with
203 Mein St.
Opening lead: Heart jack
only the nine tricks with
Murray, KY.
which he had started. .
753-8500
enough not to have suffered
True, declarer was
an original trump lead. Too
unlucky to find both diabad he couldn't make the
mond honors offside. Neverbest of the good luck he did
have.

NEW ROTARIANS - The Murray Rotary Club installed four new
members into its club Thursday. With Rotary president Charles
Walston (left) are new members Jim Long (second from left), Charles
Kupchella (third from right), Jeff Green (second from right) and Cliff
Iligginson (right). Adele Kupchella (third from left) attended the
meeting with her husband.

HEALTH

Working the heart

DEAR DR. LAMB - We
are planning on going skiing.
Our neighbor was discussing
getting in shape for altitude
with us. He says that even
jogging and walking uphill
will not be the same. I am
concerned that my husband
might_ get a heart attack
while he is skiing and want
him to be in good shape. We
have been training for the
trip by walking and jogging
every day. My neighbor says
that the heart has to work
harder at altitude.
Isn't the amount of work
your heart has to do entirely
dependent upon how much
work the body does? In other
words, won't the heart work
just as hard if you walk
uphill at sea level as if you
walked up the mountain?
DEAR READER - No,
the work your body does and
the work your heart does is
not the same and you cannot
always judge how hard the
heart is working by observing how much physical work
is being done.
The work of the heart
depends entirely on how
much blood it pumps at
what blood pressure. A
person's heart -pumping five
quarts of blood a minute at
high prthssure is doing a lot
more work than a heart
pumping five quarts of blood
..t normal blood I ressure. So

THIS IS MY REPORT
ON JOAN OF ARC...
MOST LIKELY, JOAN)
WAS ANOREXIC..

South holds:

to begin with people with
high blood pressure already
have a heart that is working
harder. There are a lot of
diseases that can cause the
heart to work harder even at
rest.
The factors affecting the
work of the heart are disCussed in The Health.Letter
number 14-10, Exercising
Your Heart, which I am
sending you.
Others who want this issue
can send 75 cents with a
long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope for it to
me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 15a1, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
'The amount of physical
work the body can do is
directly related to how much
oxygen is delivered to the
working muscles. If you
have an anemia and there is
less oxygen in each quart of
blood, the heart must pump
more blood to deliver the
same amount of oxygen. So
the heart works harder. Altitude has a similar effect
because of decreased oxygen
in the air. You are wise to
train in advance, but everyone • not used to altitude
should take it easy at least
for the first few days of
skiing, even if they think
they are in good shape. Altitude does make a difference.
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Application
Approved
By Board .
FRANKFORT, Ky.
- The Motor Vehicle.
Dealer Board approved 29. applicatiOns
•
permanent licerMS for
auto dealers
throughout Kentucky
at a recent meeting.
Local applications
approved included D &
E Motor Sales,
Richie's Used Cars
and Rogers' Used
Cars,all of Murray.

-

/

We are now expanding ow
sales force into the Murray
area. We need Management
Trainees & Salespeople to
apply for a soles politico
from this area.
Many of our top salespeople
who came to us hod no interest in the insurance
business until they found
out that we're different
that most other companies
and here ore some of the
reasons why.

You will not be collecting
premiums or servicing any
claims, you will not deliver
any policies, in short, you
will only be selling.
Many ex-debit agents
have become very successful with us. Their experience has proven very
valuable and their income
has greatly increased.

75343298

We will TRAIN you both
in product knowledge and
the skill of salesmanship
with FIELD TRAINING. We
will give you financial help
while training. We advance
you six months commision
each week along with one of
the finest 10 year commission contracts in the

Furniture refinishing
and Custom -Cabinet
work.
Free
Estimates.For all your
wood working needs
colt. 492-8864

Presidential
Memorabilia
Up In Value
COLUMBUS, Ohio
(AP) - In 1968, you
could hardly give
away Ronald Reagan
memorabilia, says
Mark Jacobs, a
Chicago collector of
political campaign
material.
Now the stuff is so
hot that an 8-ounce bag
of Reagan jellybeans
bearing a stick-on
presidential seal sells
for $4.

mum
WOULD YOU LIKE TO
SELL IN A 30 MI.
RADIUS OF YOUR
HOME?

Provine
Wood
Working

Send bridge questions to The Aces,
P0 Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225,
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

411
0
r4S

LATER

300 Main

Reagan wasn't the
only presidential candidate represented
Saturday at a show
sponsored by the Ohio
chapter of the
American Political
Items Collectors. More
than 50 collectors from
across the country
were on hand to
display -and sell their
wares.
Nick McCoy began
collecting
memorabilia of the late
President Dwight D.
Eisenhower four
years ago, but has
been interested in
Eisenhower long
before that. He put a
penny on the railroad
tracks in Ashland,Ky.,
just so the Eisenhower
funeral train could
smash it on April 1,
1969.
"I had to get there
before daybreak,"
said McCoy as he looked over his collection
of Ike campaign items.
McCoy, who lives in
Ashland, took the
group's Best of Show
award with his cases
of Ike campaign buttons, Ike sunglasses,
Ike earrings, Ike pencils and a host of other
Ike items that
represented only a
third of his full
collection.
Rick Rosen drove in
from Washington,
D.C., bearing a collection of buttons, press
badges, posters, books
and even a periscope
for parade-watching.
All of the items are
from the campaign of
Robert Kennedy.
"Kennedy items in
general-particularly
John and Bobby -are
real popular now,"
said Rosen, whose interest in collecting was
sparked when he worked for Robert Kennedy's presidential
campaign.

NESE
SALES

Carter
Studio

ANSWER:One diamond. No
reason not to bid "up the
line" when the diamonds are
so much stronger than the
hearts.
--

• _ _

IS YOUR AUNT)
AT HOME?
)

South

4643
•J 1096
•A Q 109
49 3

HOT CEREAL SCRAMBLE
E665,TOAST, ORANGE
JUICE AND LOOK UP
THE lt)ORD YOURSELF'

QUESTION?

MAY I LEAVE
A NOTE

North

LAMB -

What is albumen? Do both
males and females have it?
Can women have it in their
bodies before and after the
menopause? Does it cause a
woman to live a shorter life
span? Can the amount of
albumen found in a urine
specimen vary from day to
day? An insurance company
wants to increase the premium above the standard rate
for me because traces of
albumen were found in three
out of five specimens. I am
almost 65 and in very good
health.
DEAR • READER Everyone has albumen. It is
a normal protein in your
blood. It is the main one that
helps to pull back fluid from
bathing your cells into your
circulation. If you don't have
enough you will develop
swelling from edema.
A small amount leaks out
of the kidneys. If the amount
is excessive it sometimes
indicates kidney disease. A
trace of albumen is usually
of no consequence. The
amount makes a difference
and the way to measure the
amount is to examine a 24hour specimen. Unless it can
be demonstrated that you do
have an increased amount, I
would be reluctant to pay a
large increase in an insurance premium.

WHICH PROMPTS THIS
BIT OF ADVICE...LISTEN
TO VOICES IF YOU WANT,
BUT ALWAYS EAT
A 6001? BZAKFA5T:
%
Se
t

10-3-81-B

6. HELP WANTED

A clear-cut choice:
Carter Studio for your
portraits.

Bid with Corn

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAN

G. CORN,JR.

business. Yes, that's right,
we will show you how
you're paid commissions for
10 years on sales you make
each week.
IF YOU WANT A GOOD
SALES POSITION DO IT
NOW! DON'T WAIT!
PLEASE CALL OR WRITE:

SPECIAL

David Kenning
116 Brogivay
Suite 412
- 14.42011

16" 14 KT Serpentine
Chains Reg. $36.00
Now $12.95. 1$" 14
Kt. Serpentine Chains
Reg. $40.00 Now
$16.95. Floating
Hearts 14 Kt. Reg.
$7.85 Now $3.85.
GOLD & SILVER
PAWN SHOP

s

MANAGER

01"uPic Mize
753-7113
Open S cm. to 9 p.m. Daly, 1

p.er.-6

Sweaty.

Custom frames for pictures and painting. Murray Leather Co. Dixieland
Center 759-9633.

I

Vinyl "Wallpaper Close
Out" Prepasted Values to
$13.99 single roll
2000
rolls, $1.99 single roll
while it lasts Sherwin
Williams Co.

ENVELOPE COMPILERS NEEDEDi I For

Sales person advertising
industry average $300.00
per week full time. Action
Personnel 753-6532.

WNKJ 89.3 FM
radio with a
Special Sound.
/
3. CARDQF TH_ANK_S_
We want to thank each
one that helped in anyway
through the illness and
death of Larry Butler. It
would be impossible to
name all of you. God bless
each one.
Wife and Children
Father and Mother
Brothers and Sister
5, LOST & FOUND
REWARD - Small mostly beagle male with white
flea collar lost about two
miles east of Murray47591719 or 753-4641.

CONSIDER

•

OIL CO. OFFERS excellent opportunity for
high income, security,
cash bonuses, benefits to
mature person in Murray
area. Regardless. of experience, write M.M.
Read, American
Lubricants, Box 696,
Dayton, Ohio 45401.

Need Cash? We buy old
glassware. Phone 753*4/
3642.

Good sales people are train
ed Not Born' and neither are
good lonvers, dentists or
engineers Y auto° be on
os.tstandt. 5nles Gerson ond
earn $10,000, 515.000. 520.000
or more a year your Yen, firs,
year
You need to be
.
21 years or over
sciEws,
Ambitious energet.c
mindeelhelve-o N5-or better
You will receive 3 weeks of
school evperience po.d,
cluomrlega.._VcrfrIv.4„von
No}pifolizotitta rriebor.. newer'
lion program profit shoring a
you ciuoi.fy We guar.ontee to
'row.you in our successful soles
methods, °Wan you a sales
area under the chrectron and
guidance of a qualified soles
director Provtde the ctiportuni
ty fcv you to advance elto
management as fast as your
ntn4Ity will *anent ecol Garb(
Bocloreli now for a personal in
terve. 502 753 5966 TIMPS
cloy thru Thursday 10 o On 5
•",

3654M00.
•

information mail selfaddressed stamped
envelope to: WALKER'S,
604 N. Oak, Durand, MI.
48429.

Bible Call
"Disappointment"
- 759-4444;
Children's Story 759-4445.

6 HELP WANTED

for auto parts store. We require high school education,
knowledge of auto parts
business, leadership and
positive attitude. Pleasing
personality and accustomed
to active contact with the
public. We offer excellent fringe genefita, rapid advancement, development
and training program.
The position is in Murray
with the fastest growing
auto parts stores in the mid
south. Call Tom Mays 901-

Assistant manager for
ladies specialty store. Experience in sellina ladies
apparel helpful. Good
working conditions, ex,
cellent benefits, liberial
discount. Apply Behr's,
Central Shopping Center:
Campbellsville, Ky.:.
Tues. Nov. 3 and Wed.'
Nov. 410:00-5:00.
Sampling representative.
person to work part time
in area supermarkets as
Pepsi Cola sampling
representative. Must be
able to work Fri. and Sat:
Complete training provided. Apply in person, Pepsi
Cola Company 3000 S.
Beltline Paducah, Ky.
42001.

SHIFT SUPERVISOR to work flexible schedule
including nights and Sundays. must have apparel
sales plus supervising experience. Immediate
opening apply in person
10 a.m.-5 p.m. Minnens
Bel Air Center, E.O.E.
Dental assistant,
minimum high school
education, likes helping •
others and enjoys working with yourj1andS. Send
resume .to P.O. 'Box

1040B
•

-,:operrrvg for

ehrigaler

mechanic five days a
week. Company furnishes
Blue Cross Lite ins., Pension Plan, profit sharing,
uniforms, vacation and
holiday. Highest pay:tall
= or see Chubby Walker at
Allen Rhodes Ford Honda Chrysler 937 Jefferson Paducah, Ky. 442-

3541. "

•

WO

lima% ii nit.utiltitA1

Shy.. II:ILIA 11 TIMM.Tuve**,Newwhere 3, 11111

ItelLM

6 HELP WANTED
Yuman needed as furl
:iine office manager and
airline reservationist. Experience as airline agent
Or travel agent helpful but
.not required. Must be
yesponsible,
and hard working._ Contact Sunbird Airlines at
419-2199.

24. MISCELLANEOUS 32. APTSOR RENT •
Firewood
Order now and burn
seasoned wood this winter
436-2758.

Weed for saie

sts.es •

rick. Call 189-2101 err
IP223J,
1973 Pinto good condition
8.STAGE BUILDING
also dinnefte set,
showcase.Call 7$9-4630.
All size storage buildings.
carports, greenhouses, Melville Clark piano
beautiful wood finish
garages. All size
6100.00,94 in. velvet divan
buildings panels. Custom
green and gold 645.00,
Built 75 3-0984.
boys size le three piece
.5ITUATIDN WAN TU2 suit $2500. Ca11753-6251.
Firewood $25..00 rick.
delivered. Call after 5
p.m.436-2744.

3 will babysit or staYwilh
elderly people. 435-4231
Will remove dead or unwanted trees and shrubs.
Call for free estimates
before 2:30. 753-5484.

Firewood for sale 753-1523
or 753-0281.
8000 lb. electric wench
with bumper 753-3052.

10. BUSINESS
,

OPPORTUNITY
P. D. Q. FASPRINT
CENTERS, the alter- native to the franchise instant print, wishes to open
a Center -in your area. If
you have an interest in
this billion dollar industry. and $4500.00 cash
to invest, call us today for
Our no obligation
brochure, at 1-800-3250613.

TV - RADIO

REPOSSESSED
25"COLOR TV
Under Warranty,
tabs up parsissdo
CLAYTONS

753-7575
27. MOBILE
HOMES SALES
/
2
12x64 three bedroom 11
bath newly carpeted, partially furnished. $4500.00
Call afterl p.m.753-4469.

ft INSTRUCTION
I give guitar lessons. I
have experience and
references. Call Anisa
Mahfoud at 753-3686.

1971 Richardson Trailer
12x60 two bedroom fur3. FOR SALE OR TRADE nished. Gas, central air
and heat. Excellent condition. Call 753-3142 and
Will trade 1972 Grand
after S p.m. call 753-U54.
Prix and 1972 Kawassaki
4.50MX for Honda XR250,
XR500(or similar bike) in
12x60 mobile home two
good condition. Call 474bedrooms, bath, front kitand
,2211
ask for Joe.
. chen, living room. Two
new air conditioners, new
14 WANT TUV
.
.
X
carpet, extra closet
space. Calf after S pin.
759-1293.
Want to buy standing
timber cash or percen28. MOBILE
tage. J.L. McKnight 7537528.
HOME RENTALS
Want to buy good
Chevrolet car body 60's or
70's. 489-2440 after 5 p.m.

Two two bedroom trailers
$160.00 and $170.00. Brandi's Trailer Court. Call
753-8411.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS Two bedroom furnished
trailer. Water, sewer
Vinyl couch that makes a anud garbage pickup furbed 753-7862 or 753-2557.
nished. Located in city,
Swimming pool, no pets,
Boys-girls bedroom suit. deposit required. Call 753Bunkbed, new mat- 3096 after 2 p.m.
tresses, three drawer
chest, four drawer chest Two bedroom trailer 12 x
$150.00 753-1818.
60five miles north of Murray. Call 753-4661.
Couch and matching
Two bedroom mobile
chair also recliner in good
home fully furnished
condition. Call 753-5379.
$150.00. Call 753-1879 after
19. FARM EQUIPMENT 5:30.
Want to lease burley
tobacco poundage. Call
753-8156 or 753-6401.

Two bedroom mobile
home fully furnished
$110.00. Cal 753-1879 after
5:30.

22. MUSICAL

For rent: nice two
bedroom trailer, near
Murray. No pets! 4892611.
Two bedrooms with central heat, new furniture
and carpet. Near university. Shady Oaks Mobile
Home Court 753-5209.

TRY
BEFORE
YOU
BUY
So your child
waists, to tob

30. BUSIN

lossoOs but
nu hats. to buy a
piano before your
surithoy will stick
with it. RENT IT
FIRST!. Root applies to purchase
pies*

Mist
Wareham
Storage Span
For Rest
7534758
Suite of business office
Shackelford, Goode, and
Thurman 502 Maple 7535411.

CLAYTONS

753-7575

32. APTS. FOR RENT

SPINET CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE Wanted: Responsible
party to takeover piano.
Can be seen locally.
Write Mr. Powers, Box
327, Carlyle, Illinois
62231.

All electric efficiency
apartment furnished two
blocks from MSU. 1125.00
per month, $125.00
deposit. Call 753-9829.
Efficiency 1 or 2 bedroom
Zimmerman Apts. S. 16th
753-6609.

Looking for an inexpensive apt. with low
utilities. Call 753-3949.

Kelley's Termit
& Pest Control

Two bedroom duplex
three miles from town on
private road. Water furnished $175.00. Call 7538648 before 9 p.m.

24. MISCELLANEOUS

One bedroom apartment
for rent. P40 children, no
pets. 753-3913.

Lombard chain saws and
service. Stokes Tractor
Industrial Rd.

Newly decorated one
bedroom apartment
$175.00 per month. Call
Central heat-air condition
Spann Realty Associates
3-ton Tappan outside unit
753-7724.
seven years old. Heats
Two bedroom apa.-,Menf
1800 sq. ft. 5395.00 753-'
for rent, range, weal
1818. .
refrigerator, dishwasher,
disposal, washer ortrt
13 ft. upright Kelviriator
dryer hookup, air, carpet.
freezer, 14 ft. john boat
No pets. One year lease
will) a JZ hp rnotor and
=
-iralltrs-79141110 •lifter-itMS.per month.
p.m.
/SS-labor Ith31111-,Wood, Cut up slabs, $17.00
Large one bedroom
' a rick. Call 753-11526.
apartment near hospital
Wood stove for sale 436furnished or unfurnished
5657.
Adults only, P0

•

pets.

Washer, dryer and range
753 NU after Sp m.

Lam. aretl.:_ta
tatired. cot/sussartattit
4p.m.

•

Q REAL ESTATE

NEAR
UNIVERSITY
Very attractive
brick home on

Room for rent one block
from University 753-1112
or 753-6933.

34 HOUSES FOR

street near the
University. New
heat pump heating
and coiling

RENT

Newly decorated two
bedroom house. 753- 7862
or 753-2557.

system, fireplace
in den. Extremely
economical utility
bills, lovely tree
shaded lot. Offered
in the $40's, mid
owner financing
available. Contact
Kopperud Realty,
711 Main Street.

Three bedroom house
near college. Call 41192414.
Nice 3 SR brick home in
Country, unfurnished.
Utilities, garden spot.
Married couples
References.Cell 02-1594.
Three bedroom brick,one
bath, lakefront, heat
pump, fireplace, outside
storage, carport 6250.00
per month,deposit. Strout
Realty 753-0166.

FOR RENT
EXECUTIVE
, HOME
Three bedroom, 2
bath almost new
home for rent.
Home is spotless
throughout, has
central heat and
air, attached 2-car
garage,and convenient location.
Available at $400 a
month. Phone 753-

New brick lakefront,
Three bedroom, two bath,
central heat and air on
main lake. Lovely view
with patio, deck on three
sides. References,
deposit, lease. Strout
Realty 753-0186.
House for rent in country.
$100.00 a month, $50.00
deposit 753-9924. r

1222, Kopperud
Realty in Murray.

Two houses near
university. $100.00
depostt, $108.00 per month
rent. Call 753-6114 after 6
km.
Two bedYoom house
$125.00 month, electric or
wood heat eight miles
east of Murray. Call 4362582.

For Rent
A. 2 or 3 be hoes* in
Lyon Grote
S. 3 gr, 2 barn 641
Seuffa,2 miles
C. 2 SR aritope,
Waterfront, Pie* Neff
$140.
D. Geroge Apt. 2
miles est stove end frig.
fundshed
1.2 be 2 both. Mobile
steve and frig *unvisited.
F. 2 by furnished
1011” mobrie.6120.

COUNTRY
CHARM
Peaceful country
livn' goes with this
unique three
bedroom home in
Graves County
between Murray di
Mayfield. Antique

log beamed ceilings in den and
dining area, wood

15341%

burning Fisher
Stove and central
heat and air. This
is an extremely
neat Cedar-sided
home in quiet,
private location.

Three bedroom furnished
or unfurnished, new furniture, newly redecorated on shady lot,
garden space. Outside the
city. 753-5209, 753-2876.
Two bedroom cottage, living room, kitchen, full
bath. Located at Paris
Landing on the Coast
Guard Road. $125.00 a
month plus utilities.
Deposit required. 502-4365353.

37. LIVESTOCK
-SUPPLIES
21 head Holstein heifers
Wen, average weight 650
lbs. 901-782-3234.

38. PETS-SUPPLIES
Doberman puppies have
had shots S50.00759-4651.
AAA Dog Grooming 13
years experience. Call
Goldie Brown Lynn Grove
425-4579.
Six month old Black
Great Dane, full
pedigree, cropped ears,
fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753-9101, 7536577.
43 REAL

ESTATE

SUP1R ASSUMPTIONS, Yes . you con/
There are alternative
methods of buying arid
selling property,
however, and in many
cases they ore more
beneficial to the buyer
and the seller than
traditional methods
These _alternative
methods will become
increasingly popular in
the next decode. As
overoge home prices
and prime rtsortgoge interest rotes increase,
the demand for alternative methods of buying and selling increase
correspondingly. Ct.
rently, more than 50%
of all real estate transactions involve one or
more alternative financing methods . . me
thods that .ore
beneficial to _both the
and seller of pro"
-. . methods
afollabt4 to you

LOIIETTA JOSS. 11FALTOSS
)200 **rot*
--Weide 82071
A021
1 at'

Offered in the low
$50's. Phone 7531222 for all
formation.

in-

GOOD

NEIGHBORHOO
D
AND
NEIGHBORS
Come see this
recently listed
three bedroom, 11,2
bath brick home
with living room,
dining room,family room,chain-link
fenced backyard,
large covered
wooden deck,
automatic garage
door opener, central gas heat and
insulated to TVA
specifications to
help save on those
winter heat bills.
All this and offered
in the low $50's
through Kopperud
Realty, 711 Main

r

Street.

Mage

44 -LOTS FOR SALr
LOPS for sale or acreage.
753 9924.
Two prime building lots
for sale located between
Canterbury Ests and
Sherwood Forrest lust off
Wiswel Rd. NO ft of Iron
tage and over one acre
total area. Call 753 7259
after 6 p.m.
40 acres 1'2 mile highway
frontage Route 1346 next
to Irvin Cobb esort.
$48,000, $500000 down
owner financing. Will ac
cept boat or travel trailer
or trade in Write Bill Ot
tesen Carbondale, Ill Of
call 618 5-49-3002 after
p.m.

75 FARMS FOR SAL
40 acre farm, half mile from
town on 94 East six tenths of
a mile blacktopped 23 acres
lendable, 17 timber. For more
information cal! Purdom iv
Thurrtian Real Estate; 753'
4451, Susy Wells, 753 ises or
Geneva Giles, 753-6557.
Secluded farm stead. 60
acres include marketable
timber, tobacco. base.
Tobacco barn to ac
commodate 3600 sticks,
stall stock barns, sulpher
springs and good well.
Large weir+ constructed
older farm house. Just
right to be remodeled into
a beautiful home. Large
foyer with open stair case
leading to bedroom on se
cond floor. Two
fireplaces, plus electric
heat. Large kitchen, 8)(20
sun room. All this tor only
$55,000.00. Call Spann
Realty Assoc. for details
753-7724.
Exclusive farmiette with
woodland, pasture,
organic garden, farge
stock barn with electricity, work shop, garage
area. Clean two bedroom
brick home with large kit
then, carpet, air, wood
stove, electric heat
$25,000. Call evenings 759
164.4.
46

HOMES FOR SAL

House for sale or rent.
Call 753 0412.
Brick house two years
old, three bedroom, two
bath, formal dining room,
large den, two car
garage, concrete drive
and large patio. House
has many extras. Owner
will consider financing at
12 percent interest. See at
1809 Wiswell Rd. or call
753-0839 or 436 7935.
Home for sale by owner,
1505 Oak Dr., excellent
condition, immediate
possession. Three
bedroom brick over 1400
sq. It. living area. Fully
carpeted. Phoile Paducah
before 5:00 p.m. 554-4111
or after 5:00 p.m. 5547550. Ask for Ken Adams
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
built-in appliances. Must
sell. 130,000. Call 409-2670.
47 MOTORCY LES
1973 CR 250 Honda ex
cellent condition. Call 753
7558.

01 AUTO SERVICES

hisonsoce
istote
Smrlitside Evert Sq.
Alleirrsy, Kewlerelty
752-44 1

CRAMPED FOR SPACE
Your family will enjoy
this large 3 BR, 2 bath
brick ranch house with
large famify room,family
dining room spacioureldin kitchen and Oversized
living roans. Alto featuring fenced yard,. garage- and attic storage you
have.yilt, yard and more
/
2 acre lot
yard On this 11
conveniently located 2 ,
miles from lawn. You get
a great deal here for a
small pike. Come and
we for yourself: Call
Spann Realty Associates,
753 772.1

For
Sale

1974 Fiat, 35 miles
par gallon, excellent
condition.
1972 Grand Torino,
real sharp, extra nice.
1979 Monte Carlo,
loaded with ail extras.

FOR
SALE
1972 Oldsmobile
Cutlass, new tires.

Gold L
Silver
Pawn
Olyn!o
crlcoo
Opine 0.m to 9 p.m,
753-7113

Or
Sole
1979 Ford Torino, 2,
door, 6 cylinder, one
owner. local car
PURDOMS
Oldsmobile
Posner
Cedillec
753-Silt
lakk M. mei
1977 Camera good condi
lion, 305 engine, 52,000
miles, AM FM cassette
Call early mornings and
late afternoons and nights
767 3813.
Chevette Scooter 1979
stereo, AM FM tape deck,
local one oner car. Ex-cellent condition will
show in town Transferr
ing overseas 436-2131
1978 Camero Z78 excellent
condition S5500.00 753
9500.
1979 Datum 2802 ex
cellent condition.
Automatic, air, 28,000
miles. S8,000.00. Call 354
8826.
1979 Ford LTD wagon ex
cellent condition, new
radial tires, very clean in
side and out Priced right
call 753 0123 days or 753
7699 nights.

1976 Ford pickup V 8,
automatic, 51395 00 753
9710.
1973 internationql, farm
truck 14 ft flat bed price
S2850.90. Call 79 8061

51 CAMPERS
Want to buy Used motor
home 24 foot or smaller
Call 753 0114

Import Salvage used
motors, transmissions,
drive-shaft Many other
used parts for small im
pools. Call 474 7325
49 USED CARS
1976 TR7 excellent condi
tion sharp. $3,250.00 753
2615.
1 9 7 0 Buick good
mechanically $600 00 753
2113..
• 1911 Spirit DL-'exi:eLle(tt..
condition.' Call 753 6567,
753'31161,436 5390

1973 16 ft. tri hull glastron
boat 85 hp Mercury
motor and trailer. 489
2440 after 5 p.m

SERV10ESOFFERE p
MOBILE HOME
Insulation
REPAIR
window and door, under
pinning, tie down.
coolseal, patio and,porch
Free estimates. NO .JOB
TO SMALL. 753 6973
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR - 15 years ex
perit•nct Carpentry, con
crete oty,hing, roofing
sliding - NO JOB TO
SMALL Free estimate',
Days 474 2359, flights 474
2276
Appliance Service- Give
us a call we repairer, ail .
Dryers, washers',
refrigerators, stdves and
freezers. 759 1322

HORNBUCKLE-BAP.BER SHOP
2251.Mater St.(kerns fn..Casimilowly Cm/Mt1

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Issiicets st.00 Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3615
For Appointment

All your piuminnoWnd air
ceriestiening needs Also
do cerpentry, painting
roofing and concrete All
week dram to satiate(bon
'$398"

PI, D Lawn Servi,e supo
sman tree anoMegge
trimming
r a•
Estimates 436 7987
Gurteribg by Sears Sears
continuous gutters'moat'
ed Per your sow ilia
tions Call Sears 753 7310
for free estimate
MOBILE HOME
ANCHORS underpinning.
roof's waled, patio awn
Mos. and house type roofs
for mobile homes 753
1873. Jack Glover
Need work on your trees'
Topping, pruning shap
ing, complete removal
and more Call BOYER'S
TREE SERVICE,for pro
tessional tree care 753
8536
Custom combining and
bush hogging Phone
David Madding 345 2167
Insulation blown in by
Seers. Save on thele high
heating and cooling bills
Call Sears 753 2310 for
free estimate
•
Asphalt • driveways an'a
y
parking lots sealed
Sears For tree estimates
-calf 753 7310
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases
music centers err
Reasonable 436 2566
J&H General Contractor
roofing, painting, hauling
and etc 15 years ex
perience Phone night or
day 474 8008 or 474 8092
Professional
paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, top, sides
Commercial Or
residential Call Tremon
Farris 759 1987
Concrete and blcx ks and
bnick
Basements
driveways, sidewalks and
storm cellars 10 years
experience and free
estimates 753 5476
BARTER, CARPENTER
10 years experience will
repair or build anything
Work for cash or barter
Call 489 2892, local
Concrete and blocks and
brick Basements, drive
ways, sidewalks and
storm cellars 20 years
experience and free
estimates 753 5476

SO USED TRUCKS
GOVERNMENT
SURPLUS CARS AND
TRUCKS NOW
AVAILABLE througt1
government sales, under"
$300. Call 1 714 569 0241
for your directory on
how to purchase. Open 14
hours_

Roy s Carpenter Shop
Custom (abinets. wood
working, furniture repair
forint( a. ',Place wood ,rt
*Ricers if its wood work
mg call 753 4124

Vacuum c leant:vs Kirby.
Electrolux. Fitter Queen,
Rainbow with all at
tactiments, all good. as
new $IN 00 Call Paris
901 442 7473

12-1113

52. BOATS & MOTORS
125-Xt, with fewer than
100 actual miles, 250 XL
with fewer than 1500 ac
tual miles See at Uncle
Jeff's Sporting Goods
1975 350 Honda
combination road and
trail bike Excellent
condition. Call 4312744.

,SERVISESOFFEREDu SERVICE SOF4ERID

eat r' sales at Seers now.
Fee4-Ford two doer. harts
Cell Seers 753 1310 for
tsp. *Sexy KO, an red,
tree estimate or our
low mileage. emir. clean
needs
4367427
JOhnson s electric. Cate
HIM camera six cyleatiar
menial atid residential
excellent condition. Now
rowing. gas installed and
wide. trick. tires with
reger rirns Calf atter 1 --eopowine 753 7301
--p.m ?SI 7716
Carpet Cleaning Clean
0001 fret carpet last
190 Opel GT , automatic
longer and smells better
Excellent condition
For tree estimates cal
$175010 Call 354 6217
Jeff's Carpet Cleaning
7S3 WIN E xperienced end
ral.abf•

tztriterdimery
Qelle
P.-,Over 110 acres of la*
clever sad tasted
postures, 3_ phei
meematte wake
s
=
3 wells and
barna. rotes wire
learns all anew/ pito
exioner fewest Irwin
in A-1 realities, hoed
and fertilised
Swims 3 IMI4
131home with doable
and Iota of eaCall Spann Realty
Moodetas for details
7.43-7734.

Furnished aportmni at
New Concord 11000 per
month. Call 4362427 after
5p.m

M7r0Tum"
1
t RENT35710 .

it U-SED CAWS

43 REAL ESTATE

Two bedroom apartment
at Embassy Apts Cali
753-3538.

23. EXTERMINATING
Small furnished apartment and a two bedroom
furnished apartment 100
S. 13th St.

3E WailICA10_30/

Aluminum Service
aluminum sot
siding, Custom
work References
Will Ed Bailey

Co
vinyl
trim
Call

153

0689
Seer Op A Sbieplos
if.
. All work
toed. Frog
Isfbeetes CM 75IP ISS
753.141
Sammy Tirtwett painting
contractor Experienced
interior and exterior pain
ting - Free estimates Cali
753 4464 or 7530481
Custom horse shOeing
Experienced in all types
of shoeing Plain, correc
five, padding, toe
weights, etc Call 767 2841
or 753 6882.
Dill Electric answer ser
vice calls on plumbing
and electric 753 9104,
after 5 00 435 423.4

80 GMC Vain conversion
Fully custom ted with
refrigerator. sink. stereo.
couch lccinyerts into
bed). rally wheels
custom paint end cap
tains chair.) 13.000 miles
Reply to 713 5014
ALCOA ALUMINUM
SIDING or vinyl siding
and trim Aluminum trim
for brick houses Jack
Glover 753 1873
Alexander Septic TWi.,
edCleaffnoming
r uu
d rivmay
m clean
your
Industrial residential rw
commercial. 24 hour sec
vice
icSi753
5913
a Call
lu719
Do you need stumps
removed from your yard
or land neared of
stumps' We can remove
stumps up to 24- below
the ground, leaving only
sawd
and
est chips
Ie
for ustfree
Bot
Kemp 4334341 or Bob
emp. Jr 435 4319
Automobile mechanic
will do work on automate
and all gasoline engine('
trucks -All work done
guaranteed Call 437 4546
SEASONED FIREWOOD
Mixed hardwoods is- 74'
available $2-7 50 a rtrit
delivered
Call John
Boyer at 753 8536
_
Will. inspect and clean
chimneys 498 119511
We shampoo carpets
guaranteed references
reasonable 759 9633

I

WELL
DR1LUNG

We specialhe in
rust Plastic
Wells. Install weer
Uses sad water
supply system.
SOWN

ROMER
& MCA LPIN
WELL DRILUNG
901-364-3476
APPLIANCE SERVICE
KENMORE,
WHIRLPOOL,
WESTINGHOUSE
20
years experience, Bobby
Hopper, Bob's Appliance
Service 703 S 5th St 753
4872 or 753 8886
For your lime hauling and
lime spreading white
rock, gravel, sand, coal
hauling call 753 4545 or
see Rodger Hudson
located 10 miles east on
Hwy 94
_
CARPET CLEANING
Free estimates Satisfied
references Vibra Vac
steam or quick dryc lean
mg
LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING, 753 5821
- -• Professional office
and
building maintenance
daily dr weekly Lee's
Carpet Cleaning 753 5871
Boy's Carpenter Shop
Custom cabinets, wood
working, furniture repair,
formica, replace wood in
old cars If its wood work
ing call 753 4124.
Will sharpen hand saws,
chain seAvs-and skill saws
Call 753 4656
Fio-cir Sanding- &
finishing 354 6127

Legal
Advertisement
SEALED BIDS WILL BE RECEIVED AT
THE OFFICE OF THE MURRAYCALLOWAY TRANSIT OFFICE,CITY
HALL, MURRAY, KY., UNTIL 4 P.M.,
NOVEMBER 30, 1961 FOR THE PURCHASE
OF -2-EACH MINI-BUSES TO BE USED BY
THE TRANSIT SYSTEM.SPECIFICATIONS
MAY BE OBTAINED AT THE TRANSIT OFFICE,CITY HALL, MURRAY,KY. 42071.

It
PA
SAVE SAVE SAXE
1982 Copr, 3 ric.K.0 A u•Orrxr
v"P" SiPec,N,
powef
SpOrt WhePiS 6 cylinder

-.$6,250.00

PARKIR„, FORD
701

Main, Murray, K y
753-5273

1

•
I 11MI.S.Tuemlay Nevelislwr 3. 141
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House Speaker Still In Critical Condition
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — House
Speaker William G.
Kenton had been in
pain for weeks before
a massive blood clot
progressed to the main
artery of his lungs,
causing partial heart
failure, a surgeon
says.
Kenton, 40, was unconscious and in
critical condition to-

day.1n.the Intensive
care unit of the
University of Kentucky's Albert B.
Chandler Medical
Center.
He underwent 7'02
hours of surgery Monday for removal of the
four-inch-long clot in
his pulmonary artery,
said Dr. Gordon Hyde,
a professor of surgery
who witnessed the

operation.
"It's apparent from
the symptoms he
described to me coming in that he's had difficulties for about
three weeks," said
Hyde.
He added he
"strongly suspected"
a clot even before
surgery.
The flow of blood
was completely blocked from the right side
of Kenton's heart,

Kenton was attached
to a respirator in the
intensive care unit and
would remain that way
"for a day or two, at
least," Hyde said.
"It's still a very grave
situation, markedly
Unproved from what it
was, but still a minuteto-minute proposition."
The clot formed in
Kenton's pelvic area,
dislodged and moved
toward the heart in re-

causing it to fat Hyde
said.
Because the
bloodstream carries
oxygen to all parts of
the body, there could
be damage to Kenton's
"heart, lungs, kidneys,
brain, anything,"
Hyde said. 'it's a
multi-system problem
now."
It was not known
whether the damage
was permanent, he
added.

clov 11 241.1.04.1:16,
1MIACCOCC4111Win

cent days, Hyde said.
The clot passed
through the right ventricle of the heart
before lodging in the
pulmonary artery.
When an emergency
medical team rushed
him to the emergency
room at 12:30 p.m.
Monday, Kenton was
"in a great deal of
pain, extremely short
of breath, cold and
sweaty and ... turning
blue," Hyde said.

Kenton, a hulking
figure nicknamed
"Boom Boom" for his
deep, rumbling voice,
was unopposed in today's election. He also
said he would seek an
unprecedented, fourth
straight term as
speaker in the 1982
General Assembly.
The Maysville
native and Lexington
lawyer has been considered a possible candidate for Congress,

governor or lieutenant
governor. Last summer, he spurned'
feelers from Gov. John
Y. Brown Jr. to serve
as chairman of the
state Democratic
Party.
Kenton was stumping as recently as
Saturday, addressing
a Teamsters Union
banquet in behalf of
Lexington mayoral
candidate Scotty
Baesler.

LIGHTS, 8 mg. "tar'', 0.8 mg. nicotine. FILTERS: 15 mg."tar", 1.3 mg nicotine, elV per cigarette by FTC method.

NEWS IN BRIEF
FRANKFORT,
her arm. He then
(AP) — Italian of- noticed his pants were
ficials will arrive in missing from the
Kentucky on Nov. 20 to MOM.
Davenport told
sign a trade agreement on agriculture police the pants conproducts, Gov. John Y. tained $170 cash and
Brown Jr. has keys to his Lincoln
announced.
Continental car. He
The signing will also said $25 had been
mark the completion taken from his wife's
of the second phase of purse.
an agreement signed
The Davenports
earlier this year in were in town to bring
Rome.
their daughter to
In a release from his Harrison-Chilhowee
office, Brown said Academy, where she is
Italian government a student.
officials will arrive
Because it was just
later this month for the an overnight trip,
signing.
Davenport had
Under the first brought only a change
phase of the trade of underclothing,
pact, some 47,000 tons police said.
He was wearing a
of Kentucky coal have
been shipped to Italian towel when the police
utilities. Other coal arrived' to investigate
orders are under the theft.
negotiation, Brown
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
said in a release from
(AP) — Dr. Alan
his office.
The second part of Greenspan, economic
the agreement covers adviser to President
agriclilture, Reagan, will speak
agribusineis and other Nov. 9 in Louisville on
business and in- "Reaganomics: Views
dustrial development, from the Inside."
Greenspan will adBrown said.
The Italian delega- dress an estimated
tion will be headed by 1,000 area "business
Claudio Signorile, and government
minister for the South leaders as part of a
of Italy.
lecture series being
"The Ministry of the presented by the
South of Italy is in Louisville chapter of
charge of economic Financial Executives
and commercial Institute and spondevelopment for all of sored by First NaItaly south of Rome," tional Bank of
said Energy and Louisville.
Agriculture Secretary
Greenspan, who has
Bill Sturgill.
served in the Congres"It has about $20 sional Budget Office
billion available to since 1977, recently exassist in such develop- pressed the opinion
ment during the next that the administrafive years."
tion has six months at
Sturgill said best to persuade the
Signorile also has an financial community
interest in establishing that Reagan's
permanent relations economic recovery
between Kentucky and program can succeed.
Italian universities.
State and Italian of-._ _LOUISVILLE, Ky.
ficials also will discuss (AP) — University of
possible cooperative Kentucky President
efforts in non- Otis Singletary and
agricultural business University of
and industrial ven- Louisville President
tures of mutual Donald Swain
benefit, the release announced Monday
said.
that the two schools
will cooperate in
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. managing the U of L
(AP) — Paul Daven- school of nursing durport, 34, of LaGrange, ing the search for a
Ky., said he and his new dean.
wife were awakened
Dr. Marion E.
early Monday morning McKenna, dean of the
by a noise in their UK college of nursing,
room at the Best will serve as acting
Western motel on Mer- dean at the Louisville
chants Road.
school during a search
Davenport said he for a new full time
got up, opened the door dean of nursing. She
and saw a woman with also will continue her
"greasy blond hair" responsibilities as
running down the hall dean of the UK college
with a bundle under of nursing.

Where a man belongs.
•••

Camel Lights or Camel Filters.
Experience the Camel taste.

tin
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KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELIFIG WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

#

'79 Ford 2 TonGrain Truck
New Omaha, 16 ft. bed and hoist, power
steering and air4453,000 miles.
,

$12,0Q0.00.

-

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
753-2617

GM QUALITY
SSIVCE PARTS

MONIMAL MOTORS PARTS

GM
rivtaou

641 S.

Warning The Surgeon General Has Determined
That Cigarette Smokingis Garfgerous to Your Health

Murray
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